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EDC promotes industrial growth
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
Merchants, bankers and government officials of Murray are teaming up to promote
industrial and commercial growth.
A kind of symposium on development and
ways to finance it was held Thursday night,
and community leaders were urged to spread
the word about available financing
mechanisms. Among the latter being particularly pushed are low-interest loans
through the Murray-Calloway County
Economic Development Corp.
"What we're trying to do is bring interest
rates down so we can create more jobs and
business in the community that we know
wouldn't be available otherwise," was the
summation of city Planning Director Steve
Zoe at the end of the meeting, held at the
Seven Seas Restaurant and sponsored by the
Chamber of Commerce's Ambassador Committee.
Zea, along with EDC Chairman Marshall
Gordon and chamber Executive Vice Presi-

dent Bill Teuton. outlined the financing
mechanisms the EDC has developed. The major development targets now are finding a
new occupant for the abandoned portion of the
former Tappan plant, and improvement of the
downtown district.
Officials are also encouraging any interested residents to join the EDC. A one-time
fee of $50 and attendance at an annual
meeting are all that is required for membership. Interested persons should .contact Gordon. Teuton or Zea.
The EDC was formed to manage the Tappan property after that company moved out,
to facilitate the location of a new industry in
the building The Kroger company bought the
warehouse portion in early 1981 and the remaining 287.000 square feet were given to the
city. Since then the EDC has been managing
the property, paying its utility bills and searching for a new occupant. There have been a
few prospects but the deals didn't jell.
The EDC currently comprises 30 members
and an 11-member board of directors. The lat-

ter for WC were Paul Kiesow, Stuart Poston.
Dan Miller, Max Hurt. Joe Dick. Jim Garrison. Glenn Doran. Gary Haverstock. Mayor
Holmes Ellis. Judge-Executive i:eorge
Weeks and Gordon
The -EDC also manages 165 acres Just east
.of the Old Tappan plant Using funds recaptured from a grant to Fisher-Price, the group
aims to pubTirite the property's availibility
through .a $25.1)00 marketing program next
year. Brochures and advertisements in national trade publications will call attention to
the site and the FIX'. Teuton said
The EDC can assist relocation of companies
to the property by the. Small Business Administration 503 loan mechanism, which effectively provides funds at interest one or two
percent below the prevailing rate. Teuton ex Another proposed use-of the Fisher-Price
repayments is a revolving loan fund for improvement of downtown businesses The particulars of that plan have been worked out by
I Continued On Page 21

Meetings with administration set

Presidential candidate tours university
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
Calling Murray State "a solid
regional university," Dr. Gordon
H. Lamb toured MSU Thursday as
the first of seven presidential candidates to visit campus.
Lamb, vice president for
academic affairs at the University
of Texas at San Antonio, met with
students for more than an hour in
the University Center. Today he
was to meet with faculty and staff
at 1:30 p.m., and also with deans,
vice presidents, and outgoing
President Constantine Curris
before returning home this afternoon.
Visits by the other candidates

are scheduled to take place
throughout March. University
regents are meeting with the
visitants as part of the process of
selecting a successor to Curtis
when his contract expires June 30.
In a press conference after his
meeting with the students, Lamb
said he was not yet familiar
enough with MSU to speak to its
problems. His first impressions
formed by that meeting were of
"the loyalty that those students
show to MSU," he said.
"I think people have a great
deal of pride in this university and
have reason to have that pride."
Iamb said he does not at this
point knoje enough about university proghims to comment on their
strengths and weaknesses. Asked

1 think people have a great deal of pride in
this university and have reason to have that
pride.'
to define the measures of success
of regional universities like MSU,
he said such schools "ought to be
graduating students that are going to be leaders in that region and
elsewhere." Such schools should
serve as resources and provide
leadership in their region, he added.
Enrollment at the University of
Texas at San Antonio is 11,000
The 48-year-old Iowa native portrayed himself as a good com-

municator , among the diverse
groups of a university community,
based on his personal background
and his administrative expenence.
"A president needs to listen well
university and I
to all facets of
think I do that well."
Lamb said he has fostered ideas
and successfully implemented
them by working with groups. As
an example he cited his school's
gifted and talented program.

which enables high school
students to take summer courses
for university credit The program attracts between 110 and 120
students i some 40 percent of
whom are minorities from about
45 schools and has received national recognition, according to
Lamb
Iamb responded to a few
specific issues raised by
reporters, including:
Institutional autonomy in
relation to the Council on Higher
Education: "I would hate to see
too many decisions taken away
from campus. It's important for
regional universities to have some
autonomy "
--Duplication of programs
among state universities: "I am
receptive to stopping uruiecessary
duplication. But you can't have
more than one university ni
state without having duplication...Every state can only support so many- of the top professional schools. They're very expensive and every school can't
have one "On the other hand, professional programs should not bc
monopolized by certain schools

- The role of university
athletics: -Athletes ought to be
student-athletes. They are an ettension and representation of the
student body - It's not the university's role to provide professional
athletic programs."
Continued On Page 2i

Jobless rate holds even during February
By MERRILL HARTSON
AP Labor Writer
WASHINGTON 1AP1 — Civilian
unemployment held even at 10.4
percent in February u large
numbers of jobless Americans
awaited further signals of knproved hiring prospects before Fastening their search of work, the
government reported today.
The unchanged unemployment
rate resumed an Ilknontb pattern
of rising or stand-still jobleseness.
That trend had been interrupted
only by last month's healthy
decline.
When the full-employment, 17million-member U.S. military
work force was Included,
February's overall unemployment rate also held steady at 10 2
percent, the labor Department
saki.
Government statisticians said
that, in interpret* the Imola of
Ow civilian labor iliorksi, sobe-Wen to

workers.
Altogether, 11.5 million people
were unemployed last month, an
Increase of 44,060 over January
that bureau analyst Deborah
Klein called -negligible."
Total employment also held
relatively steady at 99.1 million.
Despite burgeoning signs of an
economic recovery,only 5,000 people re-entered the labor force, according to the Census Bureau's
survey of some 00,000 U.S.

households
President Reagan and his top
economic advisers, while heartened by the 0.4 percentage point
drop in civilian unemployment
from December to January, have
said they are prepared for further
rises in that crucial jobless figure
"There may be a month where it
(the unemployment rate) might
level off or come up, say a little
above the 10.4," the president said
last month. "I don't think that you

will see it conic above the high
mark of 10 8" reached in
December
That figure
represented the highest
Joblessness since the Great
Depression.
In advance of the release of
February's Jobless figures.
several pnvate analysts pointed
to the growing signs of a business
recovery, noting the robust 3 6
percent gain in the Index of
Continued On Page 2)

PROMOTING COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL GROWTH —
Murray-Calloway County Economic Developthent Corp. Chairman
Marshal r ;ordon outlines financing mechanisms developed by the
group for industrial growth

General Tire begins recall
of over 800 union employees
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The recalls began Monday,. one
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contract by a vote of 647 to 31;2
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bargaining last FridaN. all laid off
workers are supposed to be retail,-d within 14) day s of Sunday's
ratificatiiin
Itert Craig, plant pei sonnet
manager, said earlier- that the
ret all would depend on hi-taint-and and the ins entai s of (lie
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Investigator charges EPA with
aiming for political boosts
By LARRY MARGANAK
Associated Press Writer
W.ASHINGToN AP
A
gressman investigating - the Fri
vironmental Protection Agenil
said today the agenes hurriedly
issued announcetnent.s on cleanup
of two hazardous waste dump
saes in New Jerses last year with
the ann of boosting the election
chances of Republican candidates
Rep James .1 Florio, D-N J .
who released E l'A memorandums
on the sites, said onv of the announcements was intended to help
us opponent in the race for gove-rnor of New Jersey Florio lost to
Republican Thomas Kean
The net-and dflill0UfWetliellt IA s
Milled at helping Millicent Fen
wick, a former Republican congresswoman from New Jersey
who last her Senate nice to
Democrat Frank La uteriberg,
Florio said
Florio. at a news conferencel,*
called for appointment of a special
prosecutor because he said there
would be an "inherent conflict" in
the Justice Department in-

vestigating one of its client aoli
BUSse,iiil.IrilltlIte a chimer in
the law, because the Ethics in
i;overnment Art only allows for a
Apr sal prosecUtoi- to ins estimote —
()Hi( ials at higher levels than 1:1'A
Admitustrator Anne M liurford or
her staff members
Florio. chairman of the House
F:riergy and Commerce subcom
nutter on commerce, transporta
tnrn,. and tourism. said. -There is
clear evidence I if perjury. conflo t
of interest. political manipulation
in the flow of funds" from the
EPA's 41 6 billion "superfund" for
cleanup of toxic waste durrips

Continued On Page 21
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hilicand in 1001 _January and
February. They tided that the 0 4
percentage point drop in January
might have been exaggerated by
the Bureau of Lobar Statistics'
seasonal adjustment process.
In testimony prepared for the
congressional Joint Economic
Co.., Janet L Norwood,
commissioner of labor statistias.
noted that "IS the two natalbs between December and February,
payroll jobs rose I* MAN."
Ms. Norwood said Moro was
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Philological Association, whose first meeting was also bald at MSU.
Public events on Friday are readings from their works by Flood and
Still to be at 1 p.m., and by Miller, Gurney Norman of Hazard, and
Gauge Ella Lyon of Lexington at 11 p.m., both In the University
Comm auditorium. In addition, John E. Keller of Lesington will lector* at 9:46 a.m. Saturday In the canter's Barkley Lecture Ross
Staff photo by Curies Homy
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Brown forms group to attack drug problem

EDC...

By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.
API -Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. announced the formation of a quasigovernment organization today to
lead a battle against drug abuse in
Kentucky. He appointed former
Gov. Julian Carroll to head the effort.
Brown said the group will be
called War on Drugs Inc. It will
"attack the problem head-on," he
said

(Continued From Page 1
the Downtown Revitillzation Committee,
chaired by Buddy BuclUngham. Guidelines
will be recommended soon to the EDC. Zia
said.
The fund would, again, provide loans at
lower than prevailing interest. Improvements
to store facades and interiors will be encouraged. Zs& said though there is just $50,000
remaining from the grant repayment fund
this year, the revolving loan fund should be
built up as repayments continue for the next
10 years.
At this point, the program is aimed only at
downtown improvements. Eventually it will
be extended to other commercial areas, officials hope.
However. Zea pointed out, there are other
existing financing mechanisms available to
any business or industry The Murray State
Small Business Institute will help business
persons develop any kind of financing
package, along with the EDC, he said. And
local lending agencies would be involved in
and supportive of all these venous financing
prograMS.
The Murray-Calloway County Industrial
Foipdation is a long-standing group with a
misbon similar to but broader than the EDC.
Gordon pointed out. The foundation has 102
acres on old 641 for which it is trying to land
industrial development.
That all these groups — the EDC, the
Downtown ftevitilIZation Committee, the
foundation, the chamber, government agencies and lenders - should work cooperatively
was the consensus of the evening.
As Marshall Gordon put it to the assembly,
If you have as many people contacting you
each day as I do, wanting a job, you know we
certainly need to do something for the industrial development of this area."

rinerir ,• 'warier
.„

(Continued From Page 1
The American Association of
University Professors' censure of
MSU Lamb said he would work to
get the censure removed.
although "That censorship has not
really stopped Murray State from
functioning as a university But if
you can have
removed, it would
be better to have it removed."
Lamb's background is as a
music teacher and director, and
he said he first heard of MSU
when he was a music student and
a member of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonts Former MSU music Chairman Price Doyle was "the person
who kept the fraternity alive,"
lamb said.
Lamb has held his present position since 1979, and was previously
professor and director of music At
San Antonio. Prior to that he was a
faculty member at UT at Austin
and at the University of Wisconsin, and taught 11 years in the
Iowa public schools.
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Ranchers Exploration and Development Corporation
Has Increased the Price of Its Offer to Purchase for Cash or Cash and Gold
Any and All Outstanding Shares of Common Stock
of

Kentucky-Tennessee Clay Company
to

$160 Cash Net Per Share
or, at the Seller's Election,

$120 Cash Plus 1/10 Ounce Gold Net Per Share
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directors will coordinate local programs in the attempt to educate
local civic leaders, teachers,
parents and students about the
dangers of drug abuse
The organization will be based
in Lexington and will have a staff
of 10 or 11 people. Ray Leroux, a
former deputy resources
secretary, will be the chief of

staff.
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The corporation will be financed
with 8250,000 in state money and
an equal amount from the date's
private sector.
Brown said a statewide board of
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Leroux said the group's chief
thrust would be prevention He
said he hopes to get information
on drugs to parents of every
school child in Kentucky before
the end of the year. He said the effort would concentrate on the
-drugs of choice." marijuana and
alcohol.
Brown said he believes the
state's drug-abuse problem,
especially among schoolchildren,
had reached- epidemic proportions

Jobless...
(Continued From Page 1
Leading Economic Indicators in
January. the largest monthly rise
since July 1950.
But these same analysts cautioned that the return to the labor
force of large numbers of
Americans seeking work could put
pressure on an economy that has
not yet created new jobs or caused
the rehiring of people laid off during the 18-month recession.
MS. Klein agreed with that

assessment, saying "I guess we
should wait to see another month's
figures. If people perceive there
are jobs out there and re-enter the
labor force, that (heightened competition for work could slow the
growth of employment."
A separate buread'survey showed that tiotal payroll employment
declined by 180,000. in February,
following a substantial 330,000
gain in January, producing the net
150,000 rise over the period.
Bureau analysts had said earlier
that unseasonally warm weather
in January had swelled total
employment in such areas of the
economy as 'construction, a
seasonal variation that exaggerated the true employment picture.

University student
treated for injuries
A Murray State University student was treated and released at
MUrray-Calloway County Hospital
Thursday after being struck by a
car while crossing 16th Street near
Olive Street.
Cindy Brickeen said she failed
to see the on-coming car driven by
John D. Pennington. Rt. 3, Benton,
when she stepped into its path.
A spokesman for the Murray
Police Department reports that
Pennington, who was north bound
on 16th Street, applied his brakes
and skidded 30 feet prior to tinpact.
The police department, a Murray Fire Department rescue vehicle and the Murray-Calloway
County Ambulance Service were
called to the scene.

City firefighters
put out fence fire

war on drugs,"

Rains could reduce
threat offorest fires
LOUISVILLE. Ky. ( AP i — The
state's spring forest-fire season
opened Tuesday and more than
2,000 acres had been destroyed
through Thursday, but there is a
prediction of showers for the
weekend that could ease the situation.
"The menace is building up
becausenf the weather we have in
here now," Townley Bergmann.
chief of resource education in the
Division of Forestry in Frankfort.
said Thursday.
He said that the division, which
is charged with protecting
17,037,798 acres of woodland, is

"doing everything possible to
make the public aware of the
situation."
"The state needs rain, and lots
of it," Bergmann added during a
telephone interview.
"Looks like possibly up to an
inch (of rain) mainly on Saturday
afternoon. Saturday night and
Sunday," Joe • Ammerman, a
specialist for the Louisville office
of the National Weather Service
predicted Thursday night.
"We're 3.88 inches below normal for the year so far. For
February, Kentucky was 1.71 inches below normal. The state
usually gets 3.47 inches during
February."
Bergmann said 49 fires were
reported Tuesday and 63 the
following day. "There have been
368 for the year and that
represents quite a loss."
Last year, 2,302 fires burned
37,561 acres of forest in Kentucky.
Using the state forestry estimate
of a loss of $2,029 an acre, the fires
totalled $76.2 million in economic
loss.
Bergmann said the $2,029 an

acre loss estimate is based on the
value of lumber, staves and ties
that would have been manufactured, plus the losses from stumpage, logs, fuel, food, equipment
and services.
During the season, which ends
May 15, it is illegal to light a fire
between midnight and 4:30 p.m. in
the woods or within 150 feet of the
woods.
"You can have a fire after 4:30
p.m. as long as you take precautions to see that it doesn't
spread," Bergmann said. "If it
gets away from you, you are liable
for penalties."
Forestry officials say most
forest fires are triggered by burning debris that gets out of control.
Violations carry a $100 fine, and
those convicted of woods arson
can be sentenced to five years in
prison and fined 81,000.
Last year, the Forestry Division
stepped up its enforcement and
convicted 233 of 507 people cited
for illegal burning.
Bergmann said the division attempts to alert the public by sending reports to the news media on
days of moderate, high and extreme fire danger.
Aircraft are used to detect fires

and trained volunteers are
brought in to aid forestry workers
when such wildfires are spotted.
The state also works with the
_U.S. Forest Service, which watches over 672.310 acres in Daniel
Boone National Forest in 22
eastern Kentucky counties.
There were 82 fires which burned 1,386 acres in the national
forest last year. Convictions were
obtained in 20 cases of illegal burning.

EPA...
(Continued From Page 1)
One of the memorandums
released by Florio involves the

GEMS Landfill site in Gloucester
Township, N.J.
Edward A. Kurent, acting EPA
associate counsel for waste program enforcement, said in the
Oct. 26. 1962 memo that while
notice will be sent to potentially
responsible parties of unspecified
EPA enforcement action, "we
believe that more time is needed
and warranted for further investigation as to the generators of
the waste brought to the site."
The second handwritten memo,

concerning a site in Pliunsted,
N.J., mentions a "signiqg
ceremony for cooperative agreement" to "boost Millicent Fen-

wick campaign."
EPA Administrator Anne M.
Burford meanwhile is asking
President Reagan to give congressional investigators full access to
agency documents, her aides say.
One close aide said Thursday
night that Mrs. Burford has
repeatedly urged the White House
to go further than it has in letting
lawmakers look at all documents.
She has so far been rebuffed, aides

said.

reports&
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new Kentucky
Carroll said.

Lerouz said the program would
try not to compete with the 38 to 40
existing drug and alcohol abuse
programs in Kentucky, but would
try tosupplement their efforts.
He said he hopes to develop a
package of information to offset
the tremendous message that
young people are getting from the
drug culture
Leroux said the Lexingtonbased Valvoline Oil Co., a subsidiary of Ashland Oil Inc., has
agreed to have race car drivers
Cale Yarbrough and A.J. Foyt
make public service announcements for the program. He
also said he hopes to have a group
of lawyers review the state's existing drug ond alcohol laws, and
make suggestions for changes to
the 1964 General Assembly.

The Murray Fire Department
was called to Jim Adams
Southaide !GA at 8:50 p.m. Thursday, after a fence surrounding a
storage area caught fire.
The department responded with
one truck and extinguished the
blaze. No major damage was

Senator candidate
to meet with people

(atom (A the Mr, to Purchase the Arnetx1ment and the amended letter of Trarnerst111.are available horn the Dealer
Manage! and will be turrystsr.1 at the Pt/Chasm Menke

"This can do more to help attack the problem and any other
thing we can come up with," he
said.
Carroll said he agreed to heed.
up the effort because "I am convinced It is something I can do
something about."
Carroll said the influence of
drugs and alcohol on children is
destroying a wholesome atmosphere in classrooms.
The program, he said, "u
designed to go into the elementary
schools, junior high schools and
high schools with a major drugprevention program." Carroll
said. "That is what got my attention..
"Today is the first day of the

first district, will be in downtown
Hazel Saturday morning and
visiting various merchants in
Calloway County In the afternoon.
Erwin will be talking to citing*
about their concerns and answering any questions they may have
about her stand on various issues.

BOOKS DONA= — Jess Omni Sift mod Georgianes MAK
cat:hokum of the Sontbwestent ICentnekr Deets' Maier" Natimid Cbildree's DentalIWOlima Fromm Wok OVOr two hefts
with Margaret Trevathes.Camay Comity Piddle library director,
the group demoted to the library. The donated books help teeth
eionientary children about distal Mal&

Artcraft Photography

Bear, Steams & Co.
SS Water Sorer
Now York. Nam Yolk TO)4 I
(211)452.4M
(Cal(altc1)
Mitch I NM

118 South 121h St

153 0035
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CARE returned
One of the good things this country did in the
aftermath of World War 11 was to send millions of
what became known as CARE packages i for
Cooperative for American Relief Everywhere )to
war-ravaged foreign countries. including our
defeated enemies. Many a German over 40 owes
much to the generosity of millions of Individual
Americans who donated peanut butter. chocolate,
canned foods and used clothing, anything that
helped to fill basic needs in a country whose
economy was in ruins.
Now, in an ironic twist of fate. thousands of West
Germans are returning the favor by shipping
packages and cash donations to Detroit, Inspired by
television reports showing the plight of unemployed
autoworkers and others relying on soup kitchens for
meals, two German women began a voluntary program that now Includes labor unions, town councils.
church and voluntary organizations. A further
irony is that West Germany itself is enduring its
worst postwar recession, with joblessness nearly as
high as in the United States.
Beyond the genuine compassion that. motivates
such generosity, controversy has inevitably crept
in. It has become a minor issue in the West German
electoral carnga. with the left decrying the
capitalistic system that it claims makes such relief
efforts necessary. Some U S. officials are said to be
embarrassed and angry over the program, which
they blame on distortion of U.S. economic conditions by West German television. They also charge
that it plays into the hands of the Soviet propaganda
machine that thrives on . imperfections in the
capitalist system.
All of that may be true, but it should not detract
from the sincerity of those whose only aim is to help
others in need. Nor should American wounded pride
obscure the fact that, even if the media descriptions
of the misery in Detroit 'and many other places'
are somewhat exaggerated, there is still misery
amid the plenty. And that is a problem this country
must come to grips with whether the outside world
notices or not.

business mirror

by john cunniff

Answers reveal'middle class is broke'
NEW YORK API The economic
statistics show recovery, the nation's
leaders proclaim it and millions
believe it, which opens a grand opportunity for dissidents to MIA' their
warnings, for what they're worth
Is inflation coming back"— asks
Fortune magazine on the cover of its
latest issue The question suggests
the answer Inflation optimists -. may
be dead wrong,•' says Fortune "A
growing chorus says they are'
But the most somber outlook seems
to be held by the Media maverick.
meaning Albert E Sindlinger. chairman of Sindlinger &
a market
research and economic forecasting,
firm based in Media.Va , just outside
Philadelphia
Sindlinger gets most of his raw
data from telephone calls, hundreds

of them each week. made to fo wl
*
ti..uNetts obis 111 the
in all parts of the country Detailist.
middle-In, ono. bracket scents to be
20-minute a Ils in w Inch families arc
forgotten among government anti inasked about their finances. flop, mid
aependentcc onoinists say s Sinde
fears
'neer
lie', 'intend, that the. w idely held
The middle lass Is !wok,. sa%,
Sin/Binger Unless it IS refinani E.! tie
notion that the consumer will lead the
says, don't expect it to lea,l the ilat it'll
nation into the reco% t'r), Is -totally
into recovery
foreign to tie' hulk of I' S
"Middle-int ono. hciusetitilits .11
Hie telephone calls
dem,'fist ate it. he'
the nation are reeling from a riecii
bination of high unellIplo% ment. con
Ile' ..eehte'll/ is that .. the American
Unued inflation in fixed' fi,,uscruilti
has been running out of
• .ince late 1914
costs
utilities. ItINUNIIIt'r, Medic:11 " nionc%
care,state and Its at taxes, eh ••
NIII'd11%e
Mitt S1111111tallt.1,11".1),
MOM'
Budgets are being eaten up,- he
ucriti 111t1) inflationary
says. Savings are disappearing .ind
speculathons ratlu•r than into [instil,
fears are. growing that e-% en noire
tiori. and the governtiwnt spentulitic
heavy-industry jobs will disappear
and more. further subordinating the
"The desperate financial situath cii
production of earned mow% su Ii .ts
faced by most of the approximately
from factories.
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An Oscar for best actor, for his support of a jobs bi!!..

kentucky closeup
LOUISVILLE, Ky
AP)
Brooklawn orphanage was born 132
years ago when an epidemic swept
through a riverboat, killing dozens of
passengers and leaving their
children stranded
Now, it's being converted into a
treatment center for teen-agers with
alcohol and drug abuse problems.
"Roth are blamed in part for the
fact that Louisville once had the second highest teen-age suicide rate in
the United States." said Paul Kelly,
the director of Brooklawn.
Kelly's statistics were provided by
Dr. Richard Greathouse. the Jefferson County coroner who made a fiveyear study of suicides arnoing
youngsters in this area.
Such deaths have declined from a
high of 16 in 1977 to five in 1982. The
survey also disclosed that 40 percent
to 50 percent of the victims had expertmented with or been on drugs
before killing themselves.
"The psychological autopsies
revealed a strong involvement with

by george w-: hockett
drugs." said Greathouse .•The
youngsters had little, if any
psychiatric aid and the parents
couldn't spot the danger signs "
Believing that Brooklawn offers
one solution, he has become involved
in helping raise $2.3 million for the 44bed venter
When it opens this month. patients
will be referred by physicians. the
courts. or may walk in off the sti ect
and ask for assistance
"They will undergo treatment her
about five weeks," said Kelly • We
will torus on their social. spiritual
and physical problems, teach them
how to cope with things rather than
use chemical escapes '•
He describes aIcoholisiti as a
"tragedy that destroys everytimig
and every keel) around it. both ,soe-i.slly
physically It Is an illness as Is
chemical dependency "
Kelly said, however, that neither
he nor his staff will promise a cure
for patients "There isn't one Our
kids fall into the same. category as
people a ith diabetes or high blood

174
I;

pressure which can be (unrolled hut
cIlft•t1 "
Before leaving firoeiklawn,
bents will be told that if the% follow
the precautions outlined during ti eat
Meta,'there Is flu
Vok
itilfltit live long. health% IR I's •
Ds' recovery rate strOuld run.bet
-wren fin pert cult :11111 1t:t 1,E1,
Kelly. who has a handful of degree's
from looted universities. phis % eat s
experience in the fir lt! in this ,,euntis
and IF:iiriow
"The recovery rate will depend a
lot on the home enviromlient If a
teen-ager has to return tee an environ
:tient that is sick itself. his struggle
will be more cliffs-nit
"Soinetimes he- ma% feel that it is
far better tee 11•1111ilil 111 a state of obli% tow induced l boort- or drugs. than
to face the pain around him .•
If depression sets in, the teen-ager
111411 11111141dEr suicide
F'or every kid a ho completes the
act. the-re are at least SO others oho
'ereatticiuse said
have tried it
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Headline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Headline. 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a self-addreased, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: Our son served in
Vietnam. When he came home, he
found a very good job and worked for
the same company for 11 years. Now,
that company has gone out of
business, and our son has been trying
to find a Job for months. I know that
his opportunity to take advantage of
the GI educational benefits is long
passed. He wants to go to a trade
-school where he can kern electronics
and poisibly qualify for some of the
Job openings that he is not qualified
for at this time. Can he get any help
from the government? J.R.
ANSWER: Unemployed or
underemployed Vietnam Era
veterans may be eligible for an extension of their educational benefits,
as aanimmicak Feb. ill. 11$3 by
veterans Administration Administrator Harry N. Walters.
The new VA administrator pointed
out that tiodlIcalloa of educational'
aseletance logidetim provides for
the estesilen ofthe 167ear education
eligibility period for awtola'veterans
who may wbb to perms further
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This class. Sindlineei ooloser‘e.s.
had tes•ti the piv,it ccii a hi, h the
economy turned. the largest single
ts 'moon. bbick It conemwa the. hulk
of wage and salar% earners who
historicall% took in ear TIrti 1114111r%
anii reo cled it in the form of road
sales
Dos condition has noo persisted
for five agrooth years. say s
Inger lie' forecasts anothe, fuseears tel non-growth unless and until
the middle class regains feetintial
respectahilit% "

looking back
Ten years
B Boone; .tr .
oil-Una:ter tel
Bei% Scout Troop 71, was presented an
I outstanding Service. A oard" In
First I'bristian Church at
morning SerVIre 1.!•
rolervi.mw I.
chairman of the board. indite the
.presentattiei
I ivaths reported, include Sli.ion •
Deelieasley, 23 dais s
Scott Willis, student at' Murray-High Schieil and son of Mr and Mt.
K
Willis, was named as on, cii the
five best actors in the state while par
ticipting ill state one-act pla%*1,111
petition in I.cx Ingtien
II lt ttIN reported include .4 girl to
Mr and Mrs Irvin .1 Kupper. Frh
?ft
I'aftin40 I -stunt!. heat Hickman
Count). for the ehaftibumeshii) ,if thr
Fourth District High SE-N.01 BasketHigh SI ore', 1,k iball Tour
1,reg flow ard for C 'a1leeus,e lnict Dale
Dunn for I lickinan
Twenty years ago
falloway Countians. streamed to
rune clinic's over the cit% awl
yesterday ttl receive' tilt S:11/111 111:11
P11110 Vall'1111• A tetal cci 12.4:1 IIIISCS
weri• giveli at all of the clinics
The Joiloton Puri-hist` Area •11
Western Kentucky rattled yesterday
morning from a mild earthquake that
shook up the nation's heartland from
Memphis tee St I Anus but no serious
damage was reported
Cecelia Wallace. ilaughtei of lit
arid Mrs A I) Wallace. Min i ;is High
School student. won the junior di%
shin and Mrs James Hamilton
representing the t;arilen I spartinent
of the Irlurray Woman's Club. our,
the adult division of the scWila; con,
test of the Murra% Woinan•s Club
l'hey will compete in district contest
at Mil s field
Charles !Nigger, boatswain's mate
third class, l7SN. se Ph of Mr and Mrs
Sidney M !tugger. 414 North Fifth
St . is serving aboard the amphibious
force flagship, ITS.S Mount McKinley.
currently operating with Sixth Fleet
in Meilittorratwan Sea.
Thirty years ago
John !Inward Morgan. I'oerald
!held Alton and Thomas I'lark
Column have left for induction in the
Armed Forces
Deaths reported include Emmett
-Morris, 78, Mrs R
and
Robert Peak
Births repotsed include is girl to
Mr and Mrs Jallies JoacS,
March I, a boy to Mr and Mrs John
hamster. March 2, irid a girl to Mr
and Mrs Ronda!!Stinisme March :1
Hazel beat Benton and Hardin beat
Lynn Grove in Fourth District Iligh
School Basketball Tournament High
team scorers were Billy Brie c
Wilson for Hazel, Mv-adows. Solon eon
and Clark for Benton, Gary Boggess
for Hardin and "Big John" West for
Lynn 1;rove
ci

Reagan made proper
decision on CFC issue
President Reagan has taken the proper step,in
signing an executive order limitint—the
beneficiaries of the Combined Federal Campaign to
health and welfare agencies.
CFC is the fund-raising organization controlled
and operated by the federal government. Only
federal workers may contribute to it. The CFC, in
turn, donates to United Way campaigns.
A government decision last year that CFC could
also donate to adVocacy groups caused a boycott of
the United Way by the International Association of
Machinists and other labor unions.
The unions noted one of the groups eligible for
federal donations (along with the Puerto Rican
Defense Fund, the Center for Auto Safety and
dozens of others) was the National Right to Work
Legal Defense Foundation. The union considered
the group a union-busting agency and struck back.
In the end the unions made their point. The president issued an executive order, which reads in part:
"Agencies that seek to influence the outcome of
elections or the determination of public policy
through political activity or advocacy, lobbying, or
litigation on behalf of parties other than themselves
shall not be deemed charitable health and welfare
agencies and shall not be eligible to participate in
the Combined Federal Campaign.
After the executive order was announced, President William _ Winpisinger of the 820,000-member
Machinists union lifted the boycott.
Good. The last thing the United Way needs in
these days of crucial human need is a controversy
over politics.

k ding II* Niii.iiii4;1•CS theor%
those in the upper finani ial t lasses
were- largely owl:imaged But the
IllItitill• el,ess 41'1411(1,qt( :41 rat fled

vocational, apprenticeship, on-thejob training, or a high school
diploma.
"The benefit extension is aimed at
putting unemployed and
underemployed veterans into training or educational programs that will
give them marketable skills so they
can re-enter the work force,"
Walters said.
To qualify for the extension, a
veteran must have been unemployed
or under employed for six months,
and needs addlUonal training or
education in order to obtain a more
stable job. Under the extension, the

VA will provide educational benefits
for those found to he in need it additional training
Walters urged all interested Vietnam Era veterans to contact the
nearest VA regional office for information ' We want to be sure that
eligible veterans seek out this
assistance that they so much deserve
and earned." he said
Ending date for this extension Is
December 31, 1984
If your son has been unemployed
for six months, or will reach that
length of time soon, have him contact
the nearest VA facility i methately

thoughts in season
By Ken Wolf
Too often we think of Science as an
Awesome Something, important but
too difficult for most of us. Science Is
a "school subject," a room of
complicated-looking equipment and
specimens, a realm of dimly explicable ideas.
Not so. says Cornell University
physicist Carl Sagan, perhaps
America's most famous popularizer
of science and familiar to many of us
from the TV series Cosmos.
Science. Sagan tells us in Broca',
Brain,•collection of essays on •'the
Romance of Science" published in
1,79. is more a way of looking at
things than it is a body of knowledge
to be nissaerizod. This means that
any of an Oho like to ask questions in

a particular way are silent
If you spend any time spa
hypotheses, checking to
whether they make sense,
whether they conform to what
else we know, thinking of tests
you can pose to substantiate or
deflate your hypotheses, you
will find yourself doing science
--Plans currently are underway for a
second printing of Ken Wolf's
-Thoughts in Season," a paperback
collbction of the author's columns
which h•ye -appeared in the Murray
Ledger 6 Times. There will have to
be 350 requests for the book to warrant a second printing. Those wanting to order the book, at hi per cot*
for advance orders, should contact
Susan Hart at 753-3474.

letter to the editor
TtiTheEditur.
May I congratulate you and your
staff on the Special Section of the
Murray Ledger & Times "Profile
'83.' It is, indeed. very well done excellent layout. splendid rolvertising.
'many pictures, optimistic outlook
and comprehensive coverage
As you and I know. Calloway ('ounty and Murray-Slate Univeraity have
always cooperated in the good things
For this community In this mutual effort, the Ledger & Times has lust) me
significant part in creating and
perpetuating a truthful image and
profile of a progressive conumuuty.
"Profile '83" comes at a time when
we can be justly proud of our
heritage here. Sometimes we tend to
overlook the many fine contributions
you personally are making- for the
betterment of this area You have a
fine staff, a superb building and
many grateful friends
Sincerely.
I. J Hortin
1803 lancoln Ave.
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Coming community events listed
Friday. March 4
New Providence Riding
Club will sponsor a horse
show at 7.30 pm. at
Livestock ind Exposition
(*enter
-- -Second night of Fourth
District High School
Basketball Tournament
will start a16 30 p m. at
Calloway County High
School

Saturday. March 5
will be at Jonathan Creek
Baptist Church

Saturday. March 5
Saturday, March 5
coffee to be served at 9 30 Jetton Symphony Hall,
a m. at club house Paducah.
Temple Hill Lodge No. Members note change
Events at Land Bet276 Free and Accepted from scheduled day
ween the Lakes will inMasons wIl have a
Saturday School for clude Bread Making at
potlurk meal at 6 p.m.
at The
and work in Master Grades One through Six I 30 p m
will be from Ito 2:30 p.m. Homeplace-1850 and
Mason degree at 7 p.m. at
at University Church of Night Visual at 7 p.m at
lodge hall.
Christ.
Woodlands Nature
Center
Square and round dancCheese will be
ing will start at 7 30 p.m.
Sunday,March 6
Rook Tournament will at Woodmen of World distributed by Jaycees at
Murray Chapter of
Murray-Calloway Jaycee
begin with registration at Building
Fairgrounds Building NAACP will have a tea at
4 p in at Lake Barkley
. _
3 pm with Dr Marvin
Championship games from 9 a.m. to5 p m
Slate Park. For infornia
Mills as speaker at
High
District
Fourth
of
bon call 1-924-1171
_
School Basketball TourLecture on "Narrative Douglas Community
Saturday. March $
nament will start at 6 30 Art in Medieval Spanish Center.
-- -Murray State Women's p m at Calloway County Fiction" by Dr. John E
Murray
Women's BowlSociety will sponsor a High School
Keller of IA•xinizio`n will
Family Night pre be at 9:45 a re in Barkley ing Association will meet
basketball game and chili
Alcoholics Anonymous Lecture room of Murray at 2 p.m at Western
supper for members and and_Alanon will meet at 8 State University .Center Stxxlin Steakhouse with
guests from 530 to 7.30 p m at Livestock and Ex- as part of meeting of Ken- awards to be presented
p m in the Stables of position Center
tucky Philological
Workshop for student
Cruversity Center
- Amociatten
financial aid possibilities
Murray Woman's Club
Youth Rally of Blood
will have a general
Registered Quarter will be from 2 to 4 p.m. in
River Baptist Association
meeting at 10 a.m with horse Show, sponsored Barkley Room on upper
by . West Kentucky - level of University Center
Tennessee Quarter Horse at Murray State UniveriuAssociation, will start at 8 ty
a m. at Livestock and ExSecond day of
position Center. No ad- Registered Quarter
mission will be charged
[Corse Show, sponsored
by West Kentucky Mezzo-soprano Karen Tennessee Quarter Horse
Gardner Bates will be Association, will start at 8
guest artist with Paducah am at Livestock arid ExSymphony Orchestra at position Center. There is
concert at 8 15 pm in no admission charge.

penny a pound

Sunday, March 6
Monday,March?
World Day of Prayer - will begin at noon at MurProgram by Church ray State University
Women United will be at 2 Center.
p.m. at Martin's (-Impel
United Methodist Church.
Murray-Calloway
County Camera Club will
Events at Land Bet- meet
at 7 pm
at
ween the Lakes will inCalloway Public Library
clude Bog Sog at 1 p.m. at
Chapter M of P.E.O.
Woodlands Nature
Sisterhood will meet at 7
Center
p.m. at home of Mrs. N.T.
Monde
-TTair
-eh 7
Murray Area Voca- Beal.
tional Education Center
Murray Unit of Nawill begin today to accept
applications for 1983 tional Hairdressers will
Practical Nursing Class. meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Application packets may Boston Tea Party.
be picked up at the school
Calloway County Midoffice from 8 a.m. to 3
p m, Monday through dle School 4-H Club will
meet at 3 p.m. in school
Friday
lunchroom.
DECA Regional Career
-—
ievelopment Conference
'Executive Board of

ccritcr. i. •erking ssomen to refs.'
i' Iin.i'lor' to akriiit in
(oar program of help for untimel)
pregnarici . Training in-oink& If

intereqt•trilleam•

0

special

Only a penny for each
pound your child weighs
fore 5x7 color portrait'

753-7356
*AM

"Pre-Spring
Container Sale"

• Rey 300 • Age limit- 12 yeers,
• No appointment necessary
• Add 1 00for 2or more truidren

• Limit one portrait special per child
Offer valid from 3/4/83 through 3/5/83

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky

Hoffman
's
A.
1 Mils 94 I. 7S9-4S12

lust Arrived AN Neu Coatainar Stock
Alaiess, Mollies, Green/covers, etc.
Off AN Codeine's Wilk Ad
1 0%
friday, Satarday, Seaday
Match 4. S. 6
"MUMMY MATTERS TO US"
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Prog. Info
753-3314
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The Lenten service of the Hazel and Mason's
Chapel United Methodist Churches will be Sunday.
March 6, at 7 p.m. at the Hazel Church. The Rev.
John Churchwell is pastor.

Bowling group will meet
Murray Women's Bowling Association will meet
Sunday. March 6. at 2 p.m. at Western Stzzlin
Steakhouse, North 12th Street. Awards will be
presented to winners of the City Bowlinji Joujna
ment. according to Sondra Rice, publici chairman.
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Presbyterian study planned
Dr. Harry Daniel of Paducah will conduct the second session of the study of the gospel of Mark at
the Christian Academy to be Sunday, March 6.from
6 30 to 8- 30 p.m at First Presbyterian Church. The
First Christian Church also will meet for this session at the Presbyterian Church, 16th and Main
Streets

Methodists to see film
The final two sessions of the Focus on the Family
Film series will be Sunday, March 6, and Sunday,
March 13, it 6:30 p.m. in the Gleaners Classroom of
First United Methodist Church. The subject will be
"What Wives Wished Their Husbands Knew About
Women!" which is also the title of the book by Dr.
James C. Dobson.
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Registration For 8384 School Term
Grades K 12
March 258 004 00 n m
March 16 9 1? 00 Moon
Place Eastwood Baptist Church
Hwy 94E
For Additional Information Call 153 1834

Camera club will meet
Murray-Calloway County Camera Club will meet
Monday. March 7, at 7 p.m. in the Calloway Public
Library. Dark Room Procedures for Black and
White Prints and Developing will be the program by
Waly Warnke, club president, who invites all interested persons to attend. •

NAACP tea Sunday
Murray Chapter of National Association for the
Advancement of Coloted People will have a tea at 3
p.m. on Sunday. March 6, at the Douglas Community Center, LP. Miller Street. Dr. Marvin Mills. will
be the main speaker and the public is invited to attend,a chapter spokesman said.

Prayer program Sunday
Church Women United of Murray and Calloway
County will have its World Day of Prayer program
on Sunday, March 6, at 2 p.m. at Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church."New Persons In Christ"
will be the theme of the program to which the public
is invited to attend, according to Eloise King, president of CWU.

Class plans reunion
Members of the 1973 graduating class of Farmington High School who are interested in helping
plan a 10-year reunion are asked to contact Mrs.
Martha Bloodworth Smith at 1-247-9504.

Youth rally Saturday

Film series scheduled

School Might
Program By All Students
Friday. March 11-7:00 p.m

Students from Springer and WZods Hall will exhibit works in the Mason Art Gallery in Hart Hall on
Murray State University Campus from Monday,
March 7, through Thursday, March 10. Galery
hours are 3 to 6 p.m. and the public is invited to attend at no admission charge.

Calloway County Middle Scbool will conduct a
"Jump-Rope-For-Heart" Saturday, March 12,from9 a.m. to noon with all proceeds to go to the
American Heart Association. Students will be asking for pledges for each minute their team jumps
rope with maximum of 180 minutes. For example if
a person pledges two rents a minute and that team
jumps for the entire three hours, the person's
plOdge will total $3.60. Students will collect the
pledges after the event.
"The first time we held this event we raised over
$1,900." said Burch Kinsolving, coordinator. "That
amount helped Calloway County to rank in the top
20 of the 120 counties in Kentucky. This year our
goal is $2,500 and with your help we believe we can
attain this goal," Kinsolving added. All donations
are tax-deductable.
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Not Mod
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The youth of the Blood River Baptist Association
will have a a Youth Rally on Saturday, March 5, at
Jonathan Creek Baptist Assembly on Kentucky
Lake off Highway 68. Youth from all Baptist churches in Calloway and Marshall Counties are expected to be present

Eastwood Christian School

Bargain Matinees Sat, 1, Sun. 2.00
Cheri & Cine•All Seats 51.50

Hattie Lee Galloway
WMU Group of Westside
Baptist Church will mee
at 7 p.m. at church
....
Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted
Groups of First Baptist
Masons will meet at 7 30 Church Women will
meet
p.m. at lodge hall.
as follows Lottie Moon
with Ruth Calhoun at 7
Reservations for ladies p m and Kathleen Jones
day luncheon on Wednes- with Louise Swann at 7 15
pm
day at Murray Countr
Club should be made today by calling Billie
Coldwater United
Cohoon. 753-9889, or Ve
Methodist Church
Severn& 759-9725. lunWomen are scheduled to
cheon chairmen
meet at 7 p m

Art show at Mason Gallery

Program at Hazel

First Baptist.Church will begin showing the film
series on "Focus On The Family" featuring Dr.
James C. Dobson. on Sunday. March 6, at 4:45 p.m.
in the Fellowship Hall of the Church. The first film
will be The Strong-Willed Child." according to a
church spokesman who invites the public to attend.

,ITtliNviltt••••.1,4

Monday.March 7 •
Memorial Baptist
Church WMS will have a
week of prayer program
from'10 am to noon at
church.

Datebook

Calloway plans event
Chriqian Courv.elor% Needed
itmi.r, a cri..is nrrgnanc)

Monday,Mardi 7
Murray Woman's Oub
will meet at WM a.m. at
club house.
Rem'overy.
will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive
Streets

1`44.t .; lilt %II 1414
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International Best Dressed Poll for year listed

i I toga

%I A.,I

IMIIIIIIN=1111=11MINOffic

Wales
'Diana Russ
'Mrs Frank Sinatra
•Raquel Welch •
Men named to the 11-1
were the following
prince Andrew of firi
tam
•Peter Beard Is
photographer
•Leo Castelli. New
Yiirk
'Alastair Cooke. Bri
and Ellen
tam
Also present were
Kip
•Christophei
Hilda Orr Imogene Forbes. S
Paschall; I 'Jo y's Jones
•Prentis Cobb Hale
tiara Brandon, Clovis Safi FrittliVsili
B r
. Viola
•Julio Iglesias. Spain
, and Freda
McItev nob!
sit•rein% Irons. Britain
Iluniphre% s
•President Francol.
Mitterrand of France
I WI% Ode Buniphres
•.h&septi Verner Itec.I
St as A 1. isitor
I. S ambassador t..
1 ii. u El& 14111 1111'et Mu.rocco
at
Wislriesda% Mar. h
•Itoberto Rosellun..Ir
.10 p iii .tt the home of
•Itafael 1.4/p11/
Sherrie l'as.
France
.
_
1
'COUPON
Complete Line Of

•Mrs Francis Kellogg
The names for the 49th Washington
annual International Best
*The Duchess of Feria New York
•Mme Irith I Anilau.
Dressed Poll have been Spain
released for this year
'Mrs Oscar !Jammers- Paris
Women include the tem. New York
•Mrs Thornton Wilson.
•Mrs Donald Barr- Jr New York
following
'Mrs Elizabeth Dole. magi Amarillo I. •
•lhana prini ess of

Your Individual
Horoscope
Fraaces Drake
FOR SATURDAY.
MARCH 5. 19L3
Mat kiad ei day will tomorrow, be To flail out what the
stirs say, read the forecast
gives for your birth sign.

South Pleasant Grove Homemakers Club
hears major lesson at home of Estelle Gooch

ARIES
Mar 21 to Apr 19. Irl-4
Power-play tactics are unnecessary with a loved one
Travel should be extra
pleasurable Good news
comes from a distance
Ada
4. /
TAURUS
GUEST SPEAKER — Nadine Turner, R.N., right shows points of interest on a
- map of the country of China she visited while on a special tour there as she spoke
I Apr 20 to Ms0:11
Luck is with )ou in matters at the February meeting of the Home Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
of insurance, taxes and in- At the left is Dr. Ruth Cole. R.N., a guest. The department will have an Irish lunheritance. Investigate new incheon on Thursday. March 17. at noon.
vestment option.s A friend is
manipulaUve
GEMINI
II
May 21 to June 20)
Loved ones have cause to
celebrate You ma) hold a
Thursday beans. stewed tomatoes.
party for your fnends Singles School lunch menus for chuckwagon.
Wednesday
beefarom
chicken.
may make known their inten- the week of March 7 to II fried
and rails. hamburgers,
sand'
been
by
cheese
for
have
and
fish
released
bon to nuirry
Glenda Jeffrey and Joan- wich, soppy pie; Friday green beans. whole kerCANCER
Thorsaa)
na Adams. food service - sausage and shells, nal cora.
June 21 to July r.,
turkev
and rolls,
roast
for
Murray City chicken panic Pizza,
Job hunters have luck: directors
follow up leads Working over- and Calloway. County chili bar, cold sand- pizza, creamed potatoes.oes.
wiches, fruits. green peas. Friday
time puts you a step ahead of Schools respectively.
the competition Begin health Menus. subject-to occa- vegetables, potato bar lasagna and bread, hamsional change due to and drinks are available. burger, mixed
programs
veoaables.,baked pears.
availability of food, are daily
LEO
Freniii fries, assorted
(July 23 to Aug 22 44
as follows
fruits ---and--drinicsYou'll have a surprising-- muRRAy cny
Murray Middle
romantic encounter Leisure
ham sand- ava.iliaile daily
Murray High
Monday
Robertson
time activities are espet•ially Monday - Mexican chili wit
hamburger. sweet
and Carter
rewarding. Put on your best dog, vegetable soup and potatoes, broccoli-rice
chicken patMonday
and go someplace nice.
casserole; Tuesday
sandwich, Tuesday
potatoes.
buttered
ties,
VIRGO
sandwich.
cheese
and
cornbread,
and
fish
beefstew
(Aug. 23toSept. 22)
hot dogs Wednesday -- chili and crackers, pinto fruit salad, milk; Tuesdomestic
Favorable
pizza, whole kerrlay
developments put you in a
nal corn, baked pears,
happy frame of nund Buying,
milk. Wednesday
selling and renting are
spaghetti and french
Reports were given by
Wanda Barrett opened
favored. Home life is blissful
bread. green peas, tossed
r't her home for, t h e Wanda Henry. secretary- salad. milk. Thursday
LIBRA
4.
.
A
February meeting of the treasurer
Sept 23 to Oct. M
hamburgers _BILL dressExpress your views to Countryside Other members pre- ing. roundabouts: apothers. You'll get important Homemakers Club.
sent were Sue Hall. Fay pleasauce. milk; Friday
feedback. Get out and enjoy A lesson on "Mixing Ward, Robbie Hale and
chicken noodle soup.
Life; plan weekend }aunts. Food and Drugs" was Carolyn Enoch A visitor peanut butter and honey
Good news comes
presented by Monica was Jean Cloar, county sandwich, banana, carrot
SCORPIO
Walston. She said the pur- extension agent in home sticks. milk
Oct. 23 to Nov 21
pose of the lesson was to economics
CALIAWAY COUNTY
Be more direct with a loved create an awareness of The next meeting will
Schools will have a
the
now
come
one. Opportunities
possible side effects be on Tuesday, March 8, mini-break Thursday and
to increase finances Extra and dangers of mixing at 10 a.m. at home of Fay Friday
dnve and ingenuity bring the two. •
Ward.
Calloway High
career gains.
country
Monday
SAGITTARIUS
steak,
fried
,t Nov. 22 to Dec. 21 e4C41;
chicken patty sandwich.
Things go pretty much your
a na- town of Murray," Charles Tuesday spaghetti with
Bowers,
Martha
way. Still, you should take the
meat sauce. pizza, hot
initiative in romance. tionally known dancer, said.
will
conduct
Bowers
and
choreographer
ham
and . che_e_se
truly
are
pursuits
Pleasurable
teacher, will share her demonstrations and Wednesday .-- fried
gratifying.
talents with Murray the workshops at the local chicken, fiestada.. taco
CAPRICORN
Pugh schools and at the salad. Cheeseburgers and
Sttl(week of March 20-26
t Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Business propositions may Bowers, who lives in Calloway County Public a variety of vegetables.
not be on the up and up. Tune New York City, will be Library Her week here fruits, salads. french
by yourself leads to important performing and con- will culminate in a per- fries, desserts and drinks
insights. A chantable mood ducting workshops for formance at the Robert are available daily
prevails.
Calloway Middle
students and adults. Her E. Johnson Theater on
fiestada
AQUARIUS
Monday
=4 visit was arranged by Saturday, March 26.
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18
Murray State dance in- —331v Booton —
You'll make new mends and structor Kathy Charles,
will have good tunes in the and was funded by MSU
company of others. Group ac- and a Kentucky Arts
Zen
":••
tivities are especially favored.,Council grant.
PISC03
..Then Try Our Special New
XCZ Charles said Bowers'
(Feb. 19 to Mar.201
emphasis is on contemMenu, Breakfast
Participate in community
ary anti avant-garde
events. You'll make a fine imAll Super Good
Items
Dinner
Lunch and
dance, creative movemaim on the world at large
Calories Are
The
Reasonably Priced And
sh:
and a career opportunity ment. and that
utilizes multi-medi f Listed Right On The Menu For Each And Every
comes your way.
techniques. She will "br- i Item. No More Guesswork!
— Nuke Slimming Down A Lot Ot iv&
YOU BORN TODAY have a ing a little of the New
no
better business sense than York dance atmosphere ,,,,,
PartY ;itts,
,
s ef.
-..,,,
(
some members of your sign. and energy to the small .4....„...,..,...,...,16

TN. home of Estelle
aas the Seth' of
the February ineetine. of
the South Pleasant 14.0%
I lono•makers I 'I ub
S I rii p I t• II .1 mi '
Repairs- was the subjei t
of the lesson presenti•ii In
I 1/ t.i Hutson
Ea Ii
member fold of a simple
repair she hail ii mach'
.1r.ititill her tionat

kson
Donna
the landscape notes
The devotion from I
t'orinthians 1.1 1-.1 was
giY en by Justini• Story
t'rafts siiiian were a
picture le I ielpha Li> lor.
.8 pillow sham b% luta
Ilulson and a bun v. driller
1,‘ Sherrie Paschall
Refreshments 141're
It
si•rved b% Mrs

'
r4-- School lunch menus for coming week released

Countryside club meets

. 1!..esetturKi•r. 1 ue""1"‘
hot luirn ari.I • heese or
spaghetti with ineat
sauce. Wedni•silas
hamburger or barbecue
sandwich .A variety of
i.cgetables. fruits. salads.
freri.•h fries. desserts and
ailable
di inks are
Is
Southwest.
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All Spring
Merchandise

110

Off Men's

•

\

& Ladies Prewashed
Jeans

25

Warifrota• building
for today'. woman

°
/0 Off Ladies
Levi Bendover Slacks

1.4;‘,/2

Ladies Nylon Wallets

'5 '7
"Bush Masters" Featuring
Johnny Glen
NIV

Western Sitzlin Steak House*
Monday 8 Oz. Chop
Reg. 2:99 Only $ /

Tues. 6 Oz. Chop With Salad
Ts?
Wed. Free Salad With
8 Oz. Ctrp

7594555

Sunday, March 6th
Regular Meeting
2 p.m.
Followed By Dinner
All Date Featuring
hods Gardner
6 p.s.-111

each

Very Limited Supply Of
Ladies Jordache Belts

Dance-Friday & Saturday
March iith Sth
p.m.-12 p.m.

%
'25°/
Three Racks
MarchWinter ondiso
$ 0

et«,

(11

5

Pkg. of Three

Off Men's Levi Shoes

SAVE

Get A Lodios
Leather Levi Bolt
foe

1/2 Pric•

With A 25 Put

Basic Levis Straight Cot, Boot Flair Be Sell
99 "Year-Round"Price
VI 5

THAT'S IT
Olympic!laza Murray
Hwy.641 N.
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753-6882
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REV. DAVID STREET

HEALTH FOOD

We are pleased to
announce that Marsha Roberts, brideelect of Charlie
Tucker, has
selected her china,
flatware. formal &
informal crystal
and •ccessories
from our complete
bridal registry.
Marsha and Charlie
will be married
'123.

IMEMORIES
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Dancer to be in Murray
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'03
0
/0 off with this coupon
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COUNTING CALORIES?

North anti East
Monday . tii.•keri pat
t% sanclv.ieh oi
fiestaila
Tuesday-$.4'et1nc,
cheeseburgei
slopp% joy sand
%Leh or batter fried fish
.% varlet!. of %evetable,
fruits, salads, french
Iris's, desserts and drinks
are available dad%
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Service times listed for area churches
Kelly's Termite &
Pest Control
We Use Plestk sad WO•41
Treetateat For Mold Flops /53 3914

Various churches list speakers

Various churches in the
city and county have announced services for Sunday. March 6. as follows:
ChrisUan Science
North
12th
• Hoses
Street "Mare" will be the sub- Mgrs.
Attend Chords ject of this week's Bible
lesson sermon to be read
e.es. • 11 p.m.
Regularly
at services at the ChrisFri. & Set.
Breakfast Served tian Science Society.
7.... Midnight
7 a.m. -10:30 cis. North 17th and Farmer
AossmolOM111111111111 The Sunday service and
Sunday School both are at
11 a in
Hazel and
Mason's Chapel
The Rev John Churchwell. pastor, will speak
at the services at Hazel
United Methodist Church
at 10 a ni and at Mason's
Your 'NIRoYAI.Tire Dealer
illifeay
Chapel United Methodist
Church at 11 a m
1.1.1 1 /
1
2 Blocks East of So. 12th
Sinking Spring
1105 Pogue
753-1419
The Rev Eddie Young,
pastor, will speak about
The Devil's Orthodoxy"
with scripture from
"It's Boger lickis' Wed"
James 2 19 at 11 a m setTry Dis. Deficielit leaf sad Nam Sandwiches
, vice and about "Peter
Sycansars st I2
C.lIp0rd.rs 753 7101 Takes The Gospel To The
Gentiles" with scripture
from Acts 10:1-8 and 24-33
Entertain
Yoe
Us
Let
S.
at 7 p in at Sinking Spring Baptist Church

And On The Sabbath
Day He Rested

r

Carroll Tire Service
Kentucky Fria Ckicktn

.6, 4 66000

-Murray
Theatres

I.. reedele• ••■•,100;

HOME FEDERAL
.A

11\1(

ANL)L VAN A SOC-IA T ION
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Main-Murray, Ky

Attend The Cherch Of Tour Choke
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I
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109 Si. 4t6

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
tiaatiwg, Air Cowlitiotiag, %set Nieto
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763-4532
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MURRAY
MEMORIAL GARDENS

Alessoleem-Cenietery Lots
Complete Coonsoling Service
• 753-2654

A,PIZZA HUT
•Pii as•Parts•Sawdwictsas
12th & 'hestnut, 759-4646

Mar-Lane Ceramics
& Gift Shop
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Patsy Neale as organist.

Teresa Gilson and Cindy
Wyatt will sang a duet.
Billy and Kathy Ticknor
will

Chapel United Methodist
Church At 7 p.m the service will be at Brooks
Chapel.
Goshen Methodist
The Rev Roland Jones,
pastor, will speak at 11
a m service at Goshen
United Methodist Church.
Teresa Lawrence will
give the children's morning devotion The Council
on Ministries will meet at
5 30 p.m. followed by
worship service at 6.30
pm
Westside Baptist
The Rev Don Farmer,
pastor, will speak at 10:50
a m and 6 p.m. services
at Westside Baptist
Church
At morning service the
Church Choir will sing "I
Go To The Rock" with
Tommy Scott as director,
Susie Scott as 'mini/it and
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WE DRIVER
The Rev. John Burris of
CARRY-OUT SERVICE OR DINING ROOM
Chillicothe. Ohio, will
1301 W Mom
753 7745 _
speak at 10:50 am. and
the Rev. Bobby Hancock
will speak at 7 p.m. service at Memorial Baptist
1
Church.
r,e1,, ,,t1•, S•frittlt
The Sanctuary Choir.
Murray, Ky.
753-5317
directed by Milton
Gresham, will sing "My Wimaimmir
Faith Still Holds" with
Mairgaret and Michael
Wilkins as accompanists.
The Jubilee Ringers will
Mae.Sleeks a Reedy Mis Camrete
play for the offertory. At
East Main Street
753-3540
the evening service Tom
Holderby will present
special music and the
Chapel Chimes will play
for the offertory.
Hazel Baptist
_4
The Rev. James T.
ynn
Grove
435 4415 I
Garland, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m.
the Rev. Johnservic'and Burris
of Chillicothe, Ohio, at 6
1Continued On Page 12)

1111.0
IlOpm

Belcher
Oil Co.

Des Whitt
753-0445
$22 W. Mel

present special

at 9 30 a.m. at Bethel. music at the evening serUruted Methodist Church vice.
and sell am at Brooks
Memorial Baptist
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The Rev. Dean
Woodard, pastor, will
speak on "Knowing The
Will Of God- with scripture from Romans 12:1-11

METHODIST

-r
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'
Nog
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D & W Auto Supply
.t

BAPTIST

mu/

Compliments of

Bethel and
Brooks Chapel

BAPTIST

to 1764 1'

7531482

The Church Choir will
sing "We Wlll Work
Jesus Comes" with Kevin
Sitton as director, Karen
Johnson as pianist and
Renee Young as organist.
Murray Nazarene
The Murray Church of
the Nazarene is having
revival services through
Sunday with the Rev.
David Street as
evangelist Services are
at 7 30 each evening and
at 10. 45 a.m. and 6:30
p m. on Sunday, according to the church
pastor, the Rev. Finset V.
Hughes.
latter-day Saints
This week's Sacrament
meeting at the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latterday Saints will be the
monthly Fast and
Testimony meeting. The
Sunday School Class at 11
a.m will discuss "The
Calling of the Twelve
Apostles" from Matthew
10 with the Sacrament
meeting to be at 11:50
am
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THE OVC GOES DOWN TO THE WIRE
(Tonight, 7:30)
Murray State vs. Eastern
Murray State vs. Morehead (Saturday, 7:30)
MSU Lady Racers
Host EKU,
Morehead at 5 p.m.

OVCStandings'
t MURRAY STATE
+ Morehead State

W
9
9
7

Tennessee Tech
Eastern Ky.
Akron
Youngstown St.
Austin Pea y
Middle Tenn.

7
7
5
4
2

L Pct. GB'
3 750 3 750
2
5 .583
2
5 583
6 538 26i
.385
6
10 .266
7
10 167

L Pct.
19
16
14
10
13
15
11
6

6 760
9 640
11 560
15 400
11 500
11 577
16 407
19 240

Racer Results
11/19 Marathon Oil
11/27 W Virginia Tech
11/29 Bradley
12/2 SI I 4 arbonda le
12/4 Mctieese St
12/6 Bowling Green
12/17 E. Kentucky
12/18 Morehead St.
12/28 Foritham
12/29 UAll
1/7 Youngstown St
1/8 Akron
1/11 E Illinois
1/14 Tennessee Tei•h
I/185112-E
1/21 Middle Term
1/24 SE I Ainishina
1/29 Austin l'eay
2/4 Youngstown St
VS Akron
2/7 E Illinois
.2/11 Tenn. Tech
2/12 Central St
•.' 18 Midille

+ clinched tournament spot

OVC Scoring Leaders*
Joe Jakubick, Akron
Glen Green, MURRAY STATE
Lamont Sleets, MURRAY State
Ricky Hood, MURRAY STATE
Lenny Manning, Austin Peay

PP(
29.4
20.1

16.9
16.5
16.5

ov6 Rebounding
Leaders'
Ricky Hood, MURRAY STATE
.,Earl Harrison, Morehead State
Jim Chambers, Eastern Ky.
Doug Lipscomb, Middle Tenn.
Steve Taylor. Tennessee Tech
'as of March 3

rpg
9.9
9.2
8.7
8.4
7.2

ht.
6411
:
6-8
6-7
5-10
6-3

wt

ppg

rpg

195
180
215
175
180

4.Q
20.8
16.4
16.9
8.3

4.2
6.3
9.9
3.2
2.6

44-F Scott Daniels
21-F Kenny Wilson _ _
45-C Jim Chambers
12-6 Jimmy Stepp
14-6 John De(7arniihs
Leading Rebounder Chambers

PPE
2.5
10.9
9.3
15.1
6.5
8.7

PPg
3.8
13 1
10.5
19

22-F Harold Moore
42-E Earl Harrison
524'Jeff Tucker
12-4; Jeff I"tilt,
34; Guy Minnifield
Leading liebounders
Harrison
Tucker

'Ilecause I otter
life, health, home
and car insurance,
I pet to know
my policyholders
and their needs.'

Order your fertilizer now and
ammo
0-4
-

1. 65:77
1. 58-66

Racer Schedule
Mar 4 Fastern Kentucky
Mar 5 Morehead State
Mar 11-12 OVC Tournament

92

7.1

46,
4 mat
wave. 0,

Southern States

96-89
93-63
81-75
92413
90-79
84-78
92-88
63-44
61 5i
65 •
81. ,

W

Morehead State
Eagles (16-9, 9-3)

Eastern Kentucky
Colonels (10-15,7-5)

82-75
75-84
90-67
63-41
99-77
81-78

W 79-74
I. 76-84
W 92-82
I. 73-78
W 74-56

2/25 Austin l'eaN
2/28 LOW:Mlle

Murray State
Racers(19-6,9-3)
- 34-F Sammy Curran
21-F Glen Green
54-C Ricky Hood
‘'40-G Lamont Sleets
22-6 Brian Stewart

W
I.
W
W
W
W
W
W.
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
I.
W

r
••

j•••••0•••

•
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CALL ME

COMPARE
Feature for
feature, dollar
for dollar,,no
other desktop
plain paper
copier matches

TOSHIBA'S
new BD-4511.
Jane Rogers insurance

Twin Lakes Office
Products Inc.

201 South 6th 753-9627
SIMI Fiala
**triage Comfores
+ass Oft..

314 Mein Street

753-0123

ASK ABOUT OUR

MILLION DOLLAR
LIMIT ON
SHIELD PROTECTION
FOR YOUR HEALTH
• Yams rhoor•
&clue
awed blehmor emlainouni • averse*
Casoprokenow heolitt
inewt•Agir p1040

tu“,

605 Maple Street
Phone 753-4424
Murray, Kentucky
Duet Forget Oar Complete
illachisms Itecilator Sloops

%HQ
Of
%MUIR

DAN McNUTT
522 W. MAIN
753-044S
All the Shield you'll ever need

753-1319

Industrial Rd.

Friday Nights
Seafood Buffet

Saturday Night
Quality Patroloum
Products

Country Style Buffet

Sunday Noon Buffet
Deluxe Buffet

KENLAKE STATE
PARK
DINING ROOM
Hw .94

Amore

WE'LL MAKE YOUR
CAR LOOK NEW
AGAIN

COMPAIIII( IA1

LARVA

BARNETT'S BODY SHOP

ANI) RISIDINTIA1

At-INC. ANI) LAWN

1007 (. oldwatcr
Murray kt•nto. Lv
15021 753-3188

MAISill N•ASot I

•":"
1)1(41 ''t o1"1
I i.'. I •ti?Pitires

474-2211

Arts
Ilsessowsers

Commercial
Fire
farommers
Lite

Tucker TV

210 East Mai St.
!Away,EY
753-1401

753-8971

1

Mari 11
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MHS upsets Marshals,54-52
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
A blocked shot by Jim
West with
and

a

05 remaining

well-executed

game plan

helped

Mur-

Our kids showed a lot

the-spot," according to
Miller. as he and senior
Al Wells picked up the
slack when West was
sidelined with four tows
during about six minutes
of the second half
Two of McCuiston's
more notable points came

of character and courage

on a rumble-tumble play

tonight,;.' said an elated

under

Cary Miller, MILS coach

when Murray was ahead,
44-38,

senior West slapped away
Scott Stone's shot with .05
remaining and Tiger
guard Steve Rutledge
snatehed up the loose ball
and was fouled with one

ray Mgt) fashion the first second
upset

of

District

the

Fourth

basketball tour-

Merit

at

Calloway

ounty High Thursday
hi

Tigers,

beaten

twice during the regular

"They

held

season by Marshall Coun-

posure

and

ty , toppled the No 1 acedid Marshals, 54-52, before

showed

a packed Calloway gym,
predominantly
the

favoring

orange-clad

group

from Draffenville

their
our

com-

seniors

a lot of leader-

the Tigers the final lead
on a turnaround Jumper
19 left Fellow Tiger

the

Tiger

basket

about

with

six

Players

minutes to play

from both teams were on
the floor scrambling for a

ship "
Miller

Mc-

loose ball when it popped

baskets

out to McCuiston on the

to

pointed

Cuiston's clutch
points

12 total

as

in-

strumental to the victory,

David M( CuiSton gave

Alttl

to

showing

preserve the victory

especially

after

he

was

McCuiston

The senior forward was

- Johnny-on-

stepped

over the tangle of players
directly

shutout the first half

Murray 's

baseline

under

the

backboard and flipped an
underhanded

layup

into

the bucket and the Mur-

Carlton's signature can
mean highest salary ever
CLEARWATER.
AP
has

Fla

All Steve Carlton
to

do

is

,ignature

the

will

highest-paid

o the history
Carlton

put while both Wells and

pay him fl 15 million for

Tommy Wagner each ad-

1983

ded 10 for MILS Marshall

the

Young Award winner will

Harry

earn 81-million in each of

each and 11 from Danny.

the next three years

Naughton

become
pitcher

of baseball

After the 1986 season.
the Phillies have

an

op-

led

was

by

Stone

Goheen

West had 10 rebounds
and McCuiston and Wells

tion to pick up Carlton's

each

contract by Oct 31 of each

MILS a

year at a fixed increase

vantage for the night

will

12

had

basket with 19 seconds
said left
''They ( Murray) came
You have to give them
credit, they didn't quit." out with two points more
But the Murray coach than we did at the right
said the additional ocal time," lamented MCHS
coach Hobby Toon "We
backing of the Murray
got to the point tonight
where we were playing to
keep from losing instead
of playing to. win.
"We didn't cover
behind our defense very
well tonight and McColston slipped right in
behind," loon said, calling some of the Murray
senior's shoLs, "freaky
baskets "
"F'reaky" or not, they
counted when necessary
and the Tigers advance to
the district championship
game, Saturday at CCHS
at
8 p.m. Murray will face
Ate leterbel
the winner of tonight's
7 orriplineellie 12 I .ortialtel
fro tarasrs
Calloway County :ifistarltaam• 1. 16 Ilartlin
Mayfield game, also at 8
MA Noble
r" o. irtisak 91 Mort Co U
at
CCHS.
INS Iltarict
The championship
f
Marie Helhirtenn 1:
as Elliarbrt
game participants
orriplertinille
41.te I,. 43
automatically qualify for
1144
a1
/
4 Sitevene• IA
the boys regional held at
Mid Illetnal
Marshall County, March
111.44.411 U Is. Kirin 46
VI6
7.
8, 11 and 12. •
1
b nen Tree 13 is. Mawr, 13
Iowa 1151311 Mersa
as Disirt
"They

really

$

came

•..

back on us," Miller

an

uitti the team that

and

with

Thursday

reached

.wreernenit

13 points

Mc( uistons out-

The only four-time Cy

Philadelphia
i.ft-hander

West's

Only
topped

his

affix
and

ray fans exploded

The Tigers traded by crowd was a decisive faceight, 12-4, in the early tor
''Our crowd really gave
goings before their game
plan of stopping us a big boost when we
Naughton and Goheen needed it. They were very
kicked in. Then Murray enthusiastic and we aptook command in an 11-2 preciated that." Miller
scoring spurt which saw said.
As both cheering secthem leading 22-14 before
Naughton connected on tions battled the airwaves. Murray was setan inside drive.
ting up for the final
The lead favored Mur- showdown
ray throughout the conReserve guard Roger
test as Marshall County Dunn got his only
two
struggled to catch up,
points of the game when
Murray was ahead 48- he was fouled during a
40 when the Marshals'
successful layup, but he
press produced its second mimed the bonus shot.
consecutive steal and Marshall County
(;oheen scored an easy responded with a bucket
layup. Naughton tut a 20and a missed free throw
footer, Gotteen added too, then it was Mcanother layup, Naughton Cuiston's turn to miss the
stole a West pass and OILS front end of. a one-plusfouled
hit
both free
one opportunity at the
throws, and an in-bounds charity stripe ii.39)
throw-in was late by MurMcCinston made up for
ray giving the Marshals a his miss, however, when
chance to tie the game. he rebounded Newton's
SO-SO, with
Terry missed layup half a
Weaver's driving layup
minute later and then
(2 241
scored
the
winning

eight

give

to
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THE
CAPTAIN'S
CHOICE
The Shrimp-Feast or
the Oyster Feast. bythe'

Dekcious, tender bite-sist Shrimp.conch* With fries. slaw and hish puppief- Or.
Captain's famous Oyster Feast pienty of light* fried oysters, plus fries, slaw and hush
puppies. With a choice like this, you miigit have trouble deciding!

121h & Olive
753-9113

Each For
Only

$3.29
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Purdue
scheduled
to play UK
LOUISVILLE, Ky
I AP) - Purdue basketball coach Gene Keady
says his Boilermakers
will play Kentucky next
season at Freedom Hall
in Louisville.
The date hasn't been
set yet, but the game apparently will be Kentucky's single game of
the 1911344 season before
a Louisville crowd.
Kentucky ended its
Freedom Hall series with
Notre Dame last year,
and played Kansas there
this past December.
Keady announced the
Purdue-Kentucky contest
on his weekly radio show.

ped this Scott Stone shot away with 05 remaining in
Thursday's Fourth District tournament game at
Calloway County High The Murray win eliminated
the defending district champion

Staff photo by Jim

Kentucky struggles post Rebs;
UK winning streak up to eight
OXFORD, Miss, I AP
- Melvin Turpin scored
23 points and Kenny
Walker added 17 as No. 7
Kentucky struggled to a
61-58 Southeastern Conference basketball victory over Mississippi
Thursday night.
The Wildcats, who clinched the regular season
SEC championship
earlier this week, ran
their winning streak to
eight games. while Ole
Miss was losing its third
straight.
Kentucky is now 21$
overall and 13-4 in the
SEC, while Ole Miss slipped to 9-8 and 16-10.
Each team faces one
more conference opponent before next week's
SEC tournament in Birmingham, Ala.
Kentucky had to come
from behind twice to beat
the Rebels.
Down by 15-6 after the
first 9 minutes.. the
Wildcats led, 35-34, at
halftime.
After Ole Miss opened a
40-35 lead to start the second half. Kentucky tied
It at 461111 with 9:41 re-

Toro different short farms and new deductions Mkt
short Own Nine wore eornpikated this yesr.•0111
preparers know the new tea laws end forms WON*
studied them for months.
41161•41160

,W
-11,043cz
'1

• Me now lonIwo.

Ilk mire wasilseone mem le pito NM wet

maining and took the lead
for good, at 48-46, on a
Walker's- short Jumper
from inside.
Kentucky led by 61-54
with 19 seconds remaining and Ole Miss closed
out the scoring on a tip-in
by Michael Partridge
with 10 seconds left and
Dowell's field
pal at the Nii.zer.
The Rebs' Carlos Clark
led', all scorers with 26
points and Partridge added 10 for Ole Miss.
Kentucky Coach Joe B.
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KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

83 Chevy thsrodo Pkkp
bed, dark blue. light blue cloth inter'or, power steering. power Windows,
wwet'broke:, power door locks. tilt, AM
FM stereo, roils, sliding bock gloss, 13,mui
lies rally wheels, whit* lettered tern,
chrome reor step bump**.
.
hoe

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

753-2617
Mr-

g

Hall said he moved
Walker "...to the opposite
side from Turpin in the
second hall And we went
to him real strong."
Walker scored 13 of his 17
points in the second half.
"Kentucky is an excellent team," said
Mississippi Coach Lee
Hunt. "They have
tremendous outside
shooters and they are so
big inside that they are
very hard to handle. I expect them to go a long
way in postseason play."

College Basketball Results

903 Arcadia Strait
ems

MarshaLs from

post-season play

Two different short
forms this year.
H&R Block can
uncomplicate
them for you.
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Murray High center Jun West 41i
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preserved the'
. igers• 54-62 advantage when he slap-
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Boil literally in Racers'court during weekend stretch
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
"If we can't win two
games at home, were
not deserving of hosting
the championship," Ron
Greene told the Murray
State Racer Club at a luncheon meeting Wednesday. -The ball is literally
in our court now and what
we do decides our own
fate."
Greene. MSU's head

basketball coach, admitted he hasn't been concerned with figuring out
all the ramifications of
the Ohio Valley Conference tiebreaker
system Or the combinations of wins and losses
which would alkiw the
Racers to host the OVC
tournament
He told the Racer Club
if his team wins, the rest
will take care of itself
Simple

Eastern has come on
strong since that 2-4
squad which took the
floor against the Recent
the first time

Tonight Murray State
hosts Eastern Kentucky,
a team fighting for one of
the final four positions in
the OVC tournament.
March 11-12 At 7-5w conference play, the Colonels
still have an outside shot
of tying for the league
crown.

Although the Colonels
rank last in the OVC scoring offense category,
they're first in free throw
percentage, second in
Murray thumped the scoring defense and third
Colonels at Richmond,as- in rebound maigin 63, in ,the teams' ahead of Murray State in
December meeting, but each department

Murray, which has
aln-ady qualified for the
OVC tourney field for
the fourth consecutive
scasont, hosts KIC12
tonight
7 30
anti
Morehead tied with MSU
for the OVC lead Saturday 17 3Opm.
The Racers will try to
rebound after losing their
latest game
a 66-58
decision at No 3 ranked
I Annsyille
I/e;unte the outcome,

Greene sass Monday's
loss may be a blessing in
disguise

we're not going to fat e
anyone better than U of 1..'..tireene said
The Murray coach called Louisville -the most
talented teani I've pe r s o ri ally a ii at hed
against.- but he refused
to call the eight-point loss
a moral victor
he
doesn't believe In those
Instead, he referred tai an
1.;astern Airline's slogan
to make his point. -Like
Eastern Airlines, we've
got to earn our wingsever
single eta
We
can't fall back on how we
did yesterday But Le,
playing Louisville that
close, think it ga%e us a
confident'e boost %Intik
could help us this
weekend

'We got our confidence
re-established at
Louisville We realise
now that we can play with
just about any body The
loss may be a blessing in
disguise because as far as
a confidence factor goes,
if we go to the NC.SA tournament we'll at least go
in with the thought that

Pressure off Lady Marshals after 75-26 breeze

PARKING PARKER - Marshall County's Carol
Parker (with ball) feels added pressure from the
Mayfield defense during the Lady Marshals' 75-36
triumph in the district playoffs.
Staff photo by Chris EVIL=

By CHRIS EVANS
Sports Writer
The Marshall County
Lady Marshall!" did a
number on Mayfield
Thursday night at
Calloway. 75-26, to ensure
itlelf..ita slot in regional
action and the district
championship bout Saturday
Marshall County skipper Howard Beth said the
win -takes a lot of
pressure off his girls and
because the Lady Marshals have clinched a
regional seat they should play more relaxed Saturday in the finals.
Carol Parker -controled
the Upoff and drove to the
baseline for two quick
points and put the Lady
Marshalls on the board
first. Mayfield then took
the ball down court to
match the opposition at
two, but the bucket was
the Lady Cardinals' first
and last score of the opening period.
While the Mayfield
girls were having
countless troubles offensively MCHS was knocking the bottom out of the
goal on its end, shooting 5
for 9 from the field, and
held a tight pinch on the
Lady Birds after one
frame, 18-2.

"The ballgame was
really won in the first two
or three minutes," said
Beth "We went out, we
stuck 'ern well with
defense. They scored the
first time they had the
ball and they never
scored again in the
quarter
I think air
defense played real_
well."
Marshall County contined its basket-burning
rampage through the second period and built a 447 cushion by the half.
With two-Lady Mar
-WIU
in double figures at the
mid-way point • Carol
Parker 13, Kim Crowell
101. the top seeded team
coming into the tourney,
was enjoying shooting

Before time ran out the
awesome Marshall County attack built a 51-point
margin, eliminated the
Lads Cardinals from post
sea.on action and earned
thc right to face the winnet of the -battle of Murray ' Calloway County.
arid_ Murray- who, -play - tonight at 6 30 p in,

KANSAS CITY, Mo.
'API
Bjorn Borg beat
Roscoe.Tanner four years
ago to earn 'his fourth
Wimbledon tennis championship.
And the outeorne of
Thursday night's exhibition between the two was
much the same, with
Borg taking the match 63,6-4, 6-3 in what was billed as the Swedish star's
final competitive match
in North America.
The 26-year-old Borg
was forced to cancel his
original match with Tanner, scheduled for Valentine's Day, when he suffered infected blisters on
both hands.
But Thursday night,
Borg displayed the form
which brought him five
Wimbledon crowns, battl-

ing Tanner's booming
serve for the straight-set
victory
Borg won the first
gamin. at love, and- broke
Tanner's service in the
seCond game. all
Tanner only one poi
The toughest ga4c of
the set for Borg was
final one Molding service, Borg fell behind 1540. but cut the gap to 36-40
when Tanner missed a
shot which appeared good
to much of the crowd.
Borg took the game tat
deuce, gained advantage
on a forehand passing
shot and won the set when
Tanner netted a forehand
volley
With the second set bed
3-3, Tanner doublefaulted away the advantage in the seventh
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game and hit his next
serve into the net Bort'
slammed a forehand shot
on the second serve, tak
mg a 4-3 lead and contrail
of the set
In the third set, the
Swede got the only ser
vice break he needed in
the seventh game and Nit)
out the match
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DIAL 753-6363
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of
Peoples
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7:00 PM AND 9:00 PM
Rock-Gospel-Country

* THE TOTAL ENTERTAINER
.
.
In The Plush New
.
.
PCC THEATRE
.
**
EVERY SEAT IS PERFECT
*
TICKETS ARE $9.00
**
RESERVED ONLY
*
**
SEATING IS VERY LIMITED
*
SO GET YOURS EARLY
**

Live Baud

Deal hrget Our Friday
Smoked bast 5-9 p.m.
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BEST BREAKFAST ,.
,
i
DEAL

Zen par%

i 2 Eggs AL 3 pc. Bacon
IN TOWN i
/
Choice of Pancakes or HOn1111104141 Sisc. °ad i
i
/
)
)
/ Gravy
Brown
Potatoes
4
,0
Hoak
).
/
/
Coffee
ii
// ALL FOR ONLY
TAX INCLUDID
i
/i SERVED MON. DM SAT 4 TILL 11 e.m.
/
I.

$2.25

SOSTON 11.4 PARTr - US 641 NORTH
4
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Jatifi"
21-PIECE

Shrimp
Dinner
$4.29
Jerry's famous 21 -Piece Shrimp Dinner
includes 21 Gulf shrimp: served up crispy
and golden! Plus French fries, fresh col'
slaw and a dinner roll with butter! At this
price, it's a great reason to ...
Take Another Look at Jerry's

Sunday
Noon Buffet
12: Noon

Feetorlog Tbe
Woods Of —
"Bieegress.ke"

*
*
*
.

OUTUTS.
'PADUCAH Cadets,
• Con 502-443• 734S San ancools, PCC Athletic Dept
KIVIL-Spialis Western Wier
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* To Hold Tickets
BENTON 12th St. Haberdashery
MURRAY World of Saved
•

'nu 3:00
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Southern Style Fried Chicken. Ky
Country Horn, Spicy Barbecue Spore
Ribs, Ky Lake Catfish, Oven Browned
INMotoes, Southern Style Freed Ap
Piss, Seasoned Pinto Boons,
Steamed Corn On The Cob, Turnip
Greens, Asst Ky Mode Cheese. Large
Salad Bar and Beverage

1".•rtA I ttatru-1 knave*
at Catirway(god.
11A04.IKAII Olo

They both have good
moiyytrili 311,
:I 1 11, ihastuatz 1 : I
basketball teams • Junes
4 1. lirms
O•
They •ve got different T ere 04 2 to•n,'
1.4.1. He,..0.1.•
111,rt!.
strengths as far as what 14•11w1.1',11
th-y 'vi' got,- said Beth
HatotIrne a. are %it IL', at 14 It

"Kenlake's Specials"
Satarday Night 5:00-9:00 p.m.

The Racers will need Hopt•filii
thl•
It'll
all the confidence and turn we haYe acquired
scoring thr) all get ,as
Ith our late-was.an Sill
they fact- two of the top, e S S t.* ii SOM.. hot%
ifl the 11'.14:1.11' 11.11, kr
rieutralitt. the hairnet:owl
to-back
advantage at Middle TenMorehead is alreAy nessee and MIIIT.1!. •
eyeing another share of
;'%;! sr 1.SI ; N.
the 4/VC title anal prefer•
rably the F:agles' first St . •
sole-possession at the Si r•Pw•
crown eyer Morehead
has tied for the league
championship ...seven
times, but has ill.% el. •its fi-

with replay of fourth Wimbledon

);

Ky. Lake
Country Buffet

explaining that he had no
preference as to play
Murray. or Calloway for
the district championship
-We beat them, both
during the year They •re
both capable of beating
us But we feel like we
can beat either one of
them if we play good
basketball,- added the
Marshall mentor

* B.J. THOMAS
.
Borg ends competitive net career .
SATURDAY, MARCH 12, 1983
*

c 16 a atoll-

4TH GRADE CHAMPS - Callaway County's 4th grade All Star basketball
squad recently won its division championehip at the Lyon County Invitational
Townes** Members oil the championship team Include (front row,from left)
Chris Bynum,Ed Chapman, Travis Turner, Brian SmiirMickey Futrell, Daryl
Eldridge(Mandl,from left) coach Mitch Hill, Brian Smith, Joey Biunell, Lonnie Gatlin, Bart Crum,Billy Brickey, coach Junior Turner and not pictured Paul
Winchester.

practice Shooting .14. fr
27 from the field I 52 percent anti 16 for 18 from
the-ctsanty stripe I 89 perCent ; in the opening half
gave the Marshall women
their decisive advantage

c‘i the tkinnel
The last time they tied for
the honor was ifi 19:3-74
when they knotted with
Austin l'eay
mg their final two
ganies on the futaii as is
FaSterfl
Kentucky the
F:agles have picked up a
six-gamin' winning kick
heading into tonight's
game at Middle Few
nesser
W y eartin
Morehead's coat h. sees
Murray as tin' tei1131 to
beat, but IIIHS 114 0 t
ox erlooking the Blue
Raiders
An time
thin- a team that
is [Iasi for the league lead
has two remaining f.aines
at home. y 00 must
acknowledge they 're in
t-he
iVer • s se .1

Vegetal** WOW, fluffy odsopod hooted.. Soesonod Cow
Si. Country Style Ow Corn -Oven llohed Apples. Carvirroo
Dressing Asserted Itantocky Mods Otorsoiliatell Nit Taw low
Soled Ian
Assorted Dessert Table
$6 5
ClteK• Of kv•rert

Kenlake State Resort
474-2211
Hwy.14 E. Aims
Park

Deal forget Steaday's
Breakfast Buffet
7:00 tIU 111138
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South 1 2th Street
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Inmates turned away at La Grange reformatory
they were refused entry
Richard Frey, Jefferson County corrections
secretary. said he
organized the caravan to
prove that his jail was
over-crowded because
the state Corrections
Cabinet has failed to
transfer s en tenced
prisoners to state
facilities

LA GRANGE, Ky
API
A caravan of 60
Jefferson County Jail inmates thought they were
going to prison Thursday.
but it didn't work out that
way
When the vans
transporting them from
Louisville arrived at the
Kentucky State Reformatory in La Grange.

"I've got people sleeping on the floor and on
shelves," Frey said of his
population of some
1.000. Capacity for the
facility as listed at NO.
The prisoners made
their unscheduled arrival
at the reformatory about
9 a m but by noon they
were on their way back to
Jefferson County
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I FEEL A5 "TALL AS
A SKY5C RAPE R J.)

Frey contends that
crowding lowers the efficiency Of the
operations. raises coats and
threatens security. He
said that most of all it
puts pressure on the
county because of a classaction suit about jail conditions that raises overcrowding as an None
"It all focuses on one
issue." Frey said ''Why
should the state Department of Corrections force
me to be unconstitutional
by virtue Of our overcrowding "
The state signed a consent decree in federal
court in 1960 to settle a
suit over prison conditions As a result, U S
Ihstrict Judge Edward
Johnstone has placed a
limit on inmate populations at both the refornuitory and the Kentucky
State Penitentiary at Eddyville
Warden John Rees said
that he refused to allow
the jail inmates to be admitted to the reformatory
because the reformatory's population was
within two prisoners of its
court-ordered limit.
"Operation Consignment," as Frey called the
maneuver, looked for a
while as if it would be a
standoff The five vans
containing the Inmates
sat in the reformatory
parking lot guarded by 25
county corrections officers, some armed with
shotguns and others with
riot batons and Chemical
Mace
The prisoners were
allowed to get out of the
vans and stretch two at a
time
Frey said he met twice
with Rees before deciding
to return to Louisville
Later in the day, he met
with Corrections

Secretary George Wilson.
and as a result of that
meeting, he will delay
plans to take court action
against the state until
Monday.
Saying that if the state
does not come up with a
way to reduce the population of inmates at the jail,
he will go to federal court
as a defendant in the suit
over jail conditions
Frey said there is additionally a possibility of a
class-action suit in
U.S.District Court at Lexington over other crowded county jails

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY IS ACCEPTING SEALED BIDS AT THE PURCHASING DEPT GENERAL SERVICES
BUILDING. CHESTNUT STREET. MURRAY.KY 42071 UNTIL MONDAY MARCH
21. 1983 FOR THE FOLLOWING TWO
AND FIVE YEAR 011 REGISTERED
JERSEY COWS.
I MURRAY STARDUSTER JANICEBRED
2 MURRAY STARDUSTER MOLLYOPEN
3 MURRAY STARDUSTER
OPEN
4 MURRAY MERCURY LYNN-OPEN
ALL ANIMALS WILL BE SOLD AS IS,
DAY OF SALE WITHOUT GUARANTEES
OF ANY KIND ANIMAIS MAY BE SEEN
AT MSC DAIRY BY CONTACTING OREN
HULL OR J SOMMERFELDT.DEPT OF
AGRICUI.TURE TELEPHONE 502i(
7626934
BID FORMS AVAILABLE AT PURCHASING tiff-1'T MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY

President named
ALEXANDRIA, Ky
Michael J Vank
'Al''
has been named the new
president of the Northen
Kentucky Bank & Trust
Co.
He succeeds Ervin Enzwetter, who was dismissed by the bank dirctors.
The bank reported $3 4
million in overdrafts.
Enzweiler has filed a
countersuit for reinstatement
Enzweiler and coal
company operator
Thomas J Rhein and
others wre named in a
$10 4 million suit by the
bank

PUBLIC HEARING
The Murray Community Development Agency will hold a public hearing
on Friday. March 11, 1983 at 100 pm. in
the City Hall Building.
The purpose of this hearing is to invite
comments concerning the Grantee Performance Report This report covers the
2nd years' grant in the North Douglas
Community Development Area.

Country club closed
FoRT MITCHELL,Ky
API The Fort Mitchell
Country Club. where 34
cases of infectious
hepatitis were traced,
has closed its dining room
and bar for 30-60 days at
the suggetion of the Northern Kentucky District
Board of Health
The disease was
reported among both
employees and club
members
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3. Card of Thanks
CARD OF THANKS
We would like to
express our deepest
appreciation to our
friends, family.
pastor and church
members for the
kindness and help
shown during the
loss of our husband
and father. William
H Cline. Also Max
Churchill Funeral
Home and the men
of Fort Campbell
for their excellent
consideration and
participation during this time.
Our thanks,
Geraldine Cline and
Family
--

S. Lost and Found
nblatcekmaanle
cl tan full
grown
man, family „pet Please
call 435 4597
Reward
offered
Lost female gray part
Persian in area of
Fairiane. Nash and 9th
f
St
found please
contact. 733 Nash Dr or
collet/197f
Lost in Oaks Country
Siberian Husky
Club
puppy. 3 months old,
black and white, blue
eyes, if found call
753 4014 after 5 00 p m
Lost young female cat
near N. 6th and 7th.
fluffy.'white with 'tabby
stripe marks on face
and tail Reward 753
5531

6. Help Wanted

$1111PC PIM

nR1.1
/

4 Aw/e,

Ed Jennings
Iles 64
Murrsy, Ky
42071

55

STORIWIDI
SALE
Saes ea
fwahvre
mad bedding in steci.
Drastic swim's ea Seem mow, Widnes,
Rain rein 'sites sad
reamers.
CARRAWAT
FURNITURE
105 N. 3rd
7$3-1502

rEAR SPIKE .00 NCT
DESPAIR ... ia ARE
PROPF1N6 SuPPLIE5 BY•
/

RELIC:0E7TM
7NE DO6

One rock of
:shoed shirts end
lockets. Rodecod
to

THIS WEATHER IS
TOO COLD - - EVEN
FOR A SNOWMAN

Neve S miiatest Cal
751-4444 for ea laegiretieael message?.
briebtee yew dry.
ChB/ma's tape 751444S.

I'D BETTER
FIND A
wAR ME R SPOT
FOR •
HIM

Will the ',elan who took
Doberman Pinscher
off the chain at Midway
Trailer Park, No 9
Please return it

the

r GOT
TROPi-IY

Striving for
independence

I 7- Niro< TI-4EY
CATER TO YOU

-90

Hrs. 9-9 Daly
1-6 Stodgy

NO

E

for your commierm.,
Who from oar Sides IMO
urn bo if oior
from 6:31 PM to
us ii0040/14 Towileys
floorsaeys oW Fridays.
PIIINIOMS, 0406111001U,
PONTIAC, CADILLAC
14105. Mo.

M&G Complete Glass
Co has all types of glass
IT'11/1•013 and plexiglass
Cut to all sizes and
shapes We install store
fronts, replace
aluminum doors.
closers, hinges, locks
we
and weatherstrips
install auto giass, fix
storm windows, storm
doors and patio door
Mate up snow
glass
cases and picture

frames. MAC. Glass, 116
Coldwater Rd 753 040

BECAUSE YOlfge
N,
-

BOOKRACK

A

Over Steck
Selo
*arch 3rd,
411i, 5th
orlogein's to
25 each or
for $1.06. Cask
,so trades.
808 C.11•StiWt

YEAI4 SNE
STARTED
°ATM° OTWER
GUYS.
,

For some, it's a
very tough tight.

r -

Help eneretic
non wshasites1
s - travel weri
end oak.
25,000 to
40,000
yorg
aandssion. -4.11
1-100-226-4175
r 1100-026SM
Computer Program
mer, preferably with
RPG programming
Must be
experience
willing to relocate, and
travel Send resume to
P 0 Box 763. Murray.
Kentucky 12071
Looking tor a congenial
and experienced hair
dresser to work in a
lovely more private
salon in Murray I offer
60 percent commission
and each year a work
week paid vacation plus
you may set up your
hours and days to
accommodate your
Call Tina
family life
and Company. 753-91141
New Openings for

nationwide industries,
no sales, will train,

GENERAL

MV GIQLPPIEND GOT
MAD WHEN
SHE SAW ME
TALKING TO
ANOTWER
GiC2L.

SALES-MONEY
MEN-WOMEN

Back
a_ Fighter
1
Give to Easter

1

CUSTOM
STONE
SETTING

113,000 plus • year For
into can 1 312 931 7051.
ext 1774A
PROCESS MAIL. AT
HOME! $75 per him
dred! No experience
Part or full time Start
Immediately. Details
send self addressed

stamped envelope to
C R I 5.3e. P.O. Box 43.
Stuart. FL 33491.
SUMMER SWIM
TEAM COACH WAN
TED. Monday Friday,
3 ars per day June
July Send resume to
Janie Winn, Rt. 7,
Mayfield. Ky 42066.
sesAltiO optometric as
sistant, prefer cx
perienc" Send return',
Box 1062, Murray. Ky.
41071

1.Sitestialtiaded
Experienced Typist
Will do typing In efly
home

Fast, efficient

and reasonable.
7$3 7432.
Javreiry Repair,
Pendant

Mew

ties, Geld Chei
Repair. Made to
order lowilry.

FURCNES
JEWELRY

Caw1 Wm*
753-211311

10. BusinessOpportunity

sio mousy

IN

SPORTS! Own your
own sporting 900d$
edginess! SPORT
CIRCLE will she. you
ow west. Si affiliated
with OS internatianat
traff'0111141. earn big
profits. fell Of partnewel SIAN INN yaw
starfedl Call BILL.
WARD COHIPCII (717)
42101E or write SPORT
CIRCLE. INC.. SO. OM.
St Stroudsburg. P.
ISM

St

•

PALE 11 THE 1111.181191..110.. Li:MENAI T1911.`%. rides. March I. 1903

311LogigelkiMM3E3E1'XICIL)
It Farm Equipment

1. Situation Wanted
Will keep and care for
elderly lady in our
hem* 'NW *rice and
references
Call
/53 6392

Quick attach. Dunham
Lehr, Front End
Loader. excellent con
dition fits any Strad',
Ti ft
Moyne Tractor
Forrest City Do All
After Sp.m 491 SAL
Baby's lollich Clio'. Can TO 70 FergersOn Tire(
412 S236
ter, ideal for tObecco
Old T V S 01 all .typee, Call 02 8177
Call
working or not
1St/ 1694i after 5p in
Older 'tome. that needs Used spinet piano used
used grand
remodeling in city or organs
player piano.
county at reasonalkle pianos
Bald
practice pianos
price 7S3 832/
organs
win pianos
Strawberry plants Call
Lonardo Piano CO next
436 71$9
Paris
to Penney's
Glass and Tenn
WANTED
Pottery made in the
1920's
313's and 40's
Buying for resale De
pression glass. F osto
ria, Cambridge, Fiesta
Jewell Tea, Blue Ridge,
Fenton, unusual plass
items 502 492 1722

it Want10 Buy

37. Livestocles

ZS. Business Services
TAX

Quarter HOrse Seailion
standing ,n Princeton
Doc Bar
Kw
Po( o
Buena
Sugar Bars
Breeding For informal
14n call
Sandy Boaz.
less 0193 day
165 6356
- grit

salvia

preperkag
ivêO.I, besioess,
farm and •tin•r
Wenn. 1104 Parse,

,

MITTIPT•

?SC 1125

27, Mobile Home Sales

21 Musical

saddles and Bridles
new arid used Horses
and Ponies The Saddle
Shop. Princeton. K y
365 0193 day. 36$ 6356
3 night

_
43 Real Estate

".*••• Ca"oie• .
ilk area,• •

304 N. 12th, Merry,
Ky.
Sales Associates
!wooing Phonies
hook. hem /51 5715
14.444 Owe /53 3564
1146,Ikea, 41141 1186
ea, Nom* 1 S3 1437

1740 Mobile Home
bedrooms
I
bath
three pet goats for sale
/53 86/2
SSO 1345435
197$ Lawrence lime&
exceinent condition
underpinned
storage
building after 4 309 m
7534914
1.40 1 bedroom large
porch
completely
nooxect up in trailer
parr at the lake Call
436 5111

21 Mobile HOME Rentals

Pester,
heifers.
0150.

for

/eery

Cell

753.

..re you running around
ook.ng tor house To Lali
Here • , N
rooms
ia•ge
nen family •0
.orno,net ,on .per
arge Oath and even
enfrai vacuum
aeed Qn a owe? safe
%tree, away 4rOm TTle

191? Otis
?ion Wagon p
I total.A'
toacted
.12 •• rn.ies 135 43*.
1951 lSp,r,r prep c000,
ton I owner. 1S.1- 3161 or
753 6562
1452 Pont,i, Phoen .
loaded with ertra exTra
nii e
2 dr Coupe pr.,
r , grit C al 7s) 7304

Kelley's Termite
8. Pest Control

24. Miscellaneous

Br -ca

Perim & Tlouinonn

loserdece &
Rue Estate
Sawfish& Clow Sq.

3/ Pes4
'
2
/ es

1 . M.Ies south. 3
bedroom, private lot
$113 per month 753 4512
after Sp m
A 1 2 or 3 BR. newly
furnished
natural * gas
or electric heal. Shady
Oaks 753 5709
In Murray 3 bedroom.
private lot, gas heat. 2
air conditioners. stud
SkOOk up 750 1308
Tra iler for rent
See
Brandon Dill ae Dill's

16. Home Furnistii

45. Farms for Sale
acre

32. Apts. For Rent

MOVING
SALE

it. Farm Equipment

15. Business Services

M. Homes for Sale

34. Houses for Rent

MAINTENANCE
FOREMAN

POOL MANAGER &
LIFEGUARDS NEEDED

35. Farmsfor Rent

Stik, _ Pbftee
Ch.ilesdlas Mani 17, 1,83.

36 For OKA"Lease
WANT TO
UAW
DARR FIR1D

TOUCCO IASI

ATARI

7111-1111,1

SLOO CONSOLE 4CARTS
2400 CARTS
SultailtrAtairPA Music
ROCS*TAPES•S1titE0

SLEEPY NOW
NWT IA

Calla

limn mum au t
amp

thes

11110AL MN WIWI!PS
4111111 Nis

ellesas Uwe
eilosiNtspol

riTriral
Nollaillanido Ow ten am
anus

FOR SALE
Is

Getesheroegh.

V.Livestack•SupplieS
Alfalfa hay. 50 to 60 Mt
bales, 17 00 AISO hats
country eggs 753 3144
DON'T BUY JUST
ANOTHER BULL GUY
A KENTUCKY PER
FORMANCE TESTED
BULL. $3 Angus, se
',master, Polled
Hereford offered Fri
day, March 11. 13 noon
CST; UK Research
E duc at ion Center,
Princeton. KY; and 117
Angus, Ankina. Brow
gus, Charolais. Chian.
eus. Chi/6151Ni. Linsou
sin. Polled Hereford.
led Angus. Sim mental
offered Saturday Apr ii
11, 11 00am EST.
Illu•grass II
Stockyards. Lexington.
Cosponsored UK
KY
CONTACT
KBCA
CHENETTE 606/157
7514. BASTIN 606/2764 3 0 5 01 YOUR
COUNTY AGENT

3

Wrests, 2 bath reach hem*. Large des,
family

For rent. Steeple Oar'
age 13.40 Inquire at
Intestate Battery

Comfortable

or

eeterteirtment

room

flimsier.. Also firepiece in kitchens's.. Nemo see be eajoyed by people
s. 1106 Larkspur Dr.
'
ii.,... Mid $60
Telopbeee 7S3-575S.

'OOP

NOW

duple. rlOtne

second

Need
opinion'

Itsiklte

i

Re sediFfle
local references
Coll Netjh Outland

or

1952 Pant,a(
leadeJ !ow fin its
51 8555 of 153 5064

Ci.

759 1718

50. Used Trucks

nasemene
I bin 55
"Om ‘,Qua,e 400 ',OOP, 1966 c
,
217 1159
w,rh icicioer
ona,t;on
; ,' • ,ii•
Bu.A and plant your
,
1 BR
frame 5 042_ p
n ,ountv near 1967 F or,1
jrc> ery
F UF basement
t F
1963 For'
14e
,
1
••
ots ot Outside storage F or c! r on, I 77.
Ind large for
Fireelace C.,? 153 6186
$21 SOO Call
,„iiieC
•
“:iann Realty Asso,
%nor, *be,
'53 7724
C),k..1uu CAI! 'Si 2. 6.
0,174 Che.ro
P • Lri.
un fille,1 tAlThly room ISO
8
1v71 Fm..70
1
a
a.r
°otter° ot
2
• ' hen look out to a Coupe 351
rt,drag..
OVD
'
naS_L 0.12_ed Vara
Dream sired bedrooms Oa lig?
and u shaped kitchen 1174 Inter
makes this a home for up 900g engine
•our Eam4,. .44a45
body work
tent otter
on me market at CHI
753 3151
'ury 21.Loretta Jobs 1875 Cher tole?
Realtors, Cali 152 14.02
lruu k
The Lynn Ts) err/ atter Sp m
lust listed
area
Oriterc
irirOVir
finis
197$ Ford F 1St' (
desirable two bedroom
p b .1'
home with den I.ving ps
15 000 miles
,replace
room '
good
99 3
garden spot and over an
m
acre C aii kOpP.E pup
REAL 1 v 751 1277
Or ren, i hectroOm
14
l•
turn.shetl
ft
air
,
.c Onditi.On
gas neat _T r a.let
(
1,7;
590i:
7S3 060e or 751 660
V Llas 7, ..•
it
Three bedroom Ur. lk
r,1
r;.ti, %et.
2 . Dams and beauty

Cs.1.••••••••••

Merrey, Kentucky
753-4451

Business Rentals

' 1

after you see
one
Pr -ea at
kOPPEPuD
313 VOC
T v 75.1 1222

..1( C Bassett Hound
STROUT
Pupp.es Ch•rnp On
RIAlTe
Bloodlines
Also AKC
Prom Formal for sale
1 . yr
old female
pink with
*We once
Bassett Hound spared
white eyelet overlay.
Office Case Is Celli/
good fa rri,1 y; pet
/53
will fit 5 to 7 Call
3914
limn ken Iveryweeei•
9116 after 1
Phone 7S3
527.1966 after Sp m
eiliable Servile 1eac• I tee
AKC Liiihrador Re
Set of Collier Encyclo
1911Csidimpow hod
trievers Duopies. 4
podia with Junior
likerme.I*y 474/ 1
yellow ivery
Classic with bookcase
150/1753 Cie
black Can be seen at
Polaroid One Step A8 Dick Mimeograph
Arthur Lee'.. Re 5 Box
urn.
Camera 153 9770.
and Supplies, good
?free. -Omitey Rd
anatek
Two 10 inch SSW- .1 condiT•on, complete
For in
aurora. Ky
table model, 1 floor pkg. $175 Call 753 7781.
formation call Penny
lieassed a ils•1•41
model Two 6 inch belt Baby chicks for sale
1 151 en
Trailer Court
One 6 inch Call 49 7124
sanders
Two bedroom
12 x60, Nine month male AKC
Joiner Long Bed. al
Firewood. $72 SO a rock
44. Lots for Silt
located 5 miles north of registered Doberman
most new Call 43.5 4125.
Call 753 3781 after Sp m
Murray, $140 month have shots 753 097.
lots will,
'Industrial
Marine Batteries
315 plus deposit Cali 7.53 Part English Bull Dog
owner financing an be
CC A. $39 99 earning* 4661
10
weeks
Old
Inn/Pies
Color
Motorola
21"
found in ROberts In
549 99 ex500 CC A
T V , best offer
Two bedroom, all etec. Have been given all
v&no,no
dustrial Park
change
Trolling Bat
435
4211
shots
mobile;
3851
153
Inc furnished
in price from $5 750 up
trines
17 series 105
home 1 5 Tiles east of
Registered male City water and sewer
Couch, matching foot amp
Wallin
551 99
Murray on private lot
stool, recliner queens • Hardware. Paris
PekineSe 9 months Old
Good terms
Roberts
deposit
$170 rent
$100
ize mattress
platform
house broken, shots and Realty 753 16$1
Martin
Houses
6
9179
753
wormed, apricot color.
bed, 2 end tables
rooms. 522 99 12 rooms.
/51 83110 after
/S3 0928
$135
53.3 99 11 rooms. 544 99
4 00p in
farm iotated S
Have a nice Motorola 23 24 rqoms. $5999 Wallin X.
miles East of De•ter ott
good Hardware, Paris
inch Console T V
41. Public Sale
Hwy 1346 Call 13/ 4493
picture performance
Satellite Receiver
or 433 445 after Sp m
Price $15 Phone num
System, completely in
PUN
bet 492 8290
I am offering my 7/5
stalled and ready to
Wereheese
acre farm located in the
MARKET
New Hotpoint w/c1. watch over 50 channels
Storeys Space
New Concord area at a
almond beige, less than This is a "'Op of the
Oid Country Store,
reasonable price of only
For Item
Refriczera line" system, 52.950 We
3 wks old
Alnio, new reilreed
The farm
acre
$500
tor. elmond beige
753-4758
hive Murray re
has approximately 100
lit Sat. each
trick
Couch and chairs, end ferences
Call 502 676
acres of cropland two
tables, mirrors, kitchen 3983 or 502 258 5719
month 9.5 lit See.
Two or 3 bedroom house
good creeks, a nice
set with glass top
cock nsontlt 1 - 5. In•
Seasoned hardwood, all in coonty
seand of marketable
Washer
753.9203
sizes available up to 21 dryer hook up, stove
timber
blacktop road
side set vp 2.50, Outsae. inches. $27 rick. Green
Pool table, mg
access fencing and
and refrigerator 492
side sat up 1.00. An•
$100 21' round picture $25 rick Delivered and
good neighbors Owner
8925 after 10 a m
tube, $25 153 7124 after Stacked 753 3471
»Ives, Furniture, A p
financing is available
$p rn
Farm can be included in
phences - Buy, Sell,
Tillers. Shp chain drove.
Sears Kenmore porta
the PIK program Call
Briggs and Stratton Nice furnished 2 bed
Trod*.
ble dishwasher, 18" engine. $269.99. Wallin
John C Neubauer Real
room apt , no pets
7531119 753•$2,‘ Estate 753 7531
space saver, wood grain Hardware, Paris
Call
deposit required
top, 41
/
2 years old,
$25 153173t
FRIULI
excellent. condition. Wood for vale
delivered,
$11
you
haul
remodeling needs
One or two bedrooms
51/1 acres, extra nice,
tor
759
9698
Ask
apts . near downtown
space. $100 Call 753
line @wide hems,
Donald
7597 anytime!
753 4109, 762
Murray
RI car parer, 2
Storage Building for 56500r 436 7844
sale, very nice, 12x14 One bedroom upstairs
fano ponds stocked
CA Interns tonal Hy tOES of storage in top
furnished, re
apt
with catfish.
Reie or Shine
Call Mayfield, After 4 30 p m 753 4914
Bey
asonable utilities, 5154
411-2711
345 7861
Cali
month
713 Elm
Sotwiey
/ 395 4156
One arm front end
SOS N. 7th
lOader for Ford tractor
Joyce Noel's Tax Ser
Two bedroom apt at the
25- ceior
Adventure in living
436.7704
vice
Prices start at Embassy. Call 7533570
above city noises and
tale, sod tales, kitUsed 2 'Row Ford Plan $7 50 for short forms No Two bedroom duplex.
waiting -- copies made 1300 Peggy Ann,
chen articles, odds crowds There is es
tor, nice. Stokes Trac
citement in every room
to,, Industrial Rd. 153 on the spot and ready to Murray 492 8225
anna ends.
Of this rambling one
mail 49 2440
1319.
story girded with pro
theS. garden and
towering hardwoods
Newly refinished 2 be
droom, 2 bath, den,
Dial 753 1492 and Ask
1A1cAll
II&
living room, kitchen
Century 21 fo show you
gas
SNISAU
utility room, has
thiS adventure that l ust
came on the market this
heat, washer dryer
battery
Isi tells
Century 21
week
MO month,
hook up
APPOcant masked
to
have getter.'
charprs kill gess, insh
Loretta Jobs Realtors
1I00 deposit. 753 8207
knowledge of carpentry, electrical, plumafter Sp m
appreciates your can
stag kart cranes. taller
•
y /53 1492
Two bedroom
carpet
bing sad be famar whit form eopislias dishes clones su
A home for ail ago I
with stove refrigerator
al
sew
oar
Ran
nes.
meat. Applicatioes stay be *Mahood it
BR in friendly
gas or
air condition
mei isms Fri all Sat I
neighborhood near Un
electric heat
the
filerrey-Calleway
Canny
Perts
'versify
Must see to
$200/month, deposit
hi 5, TIMM SertKe Ste
Departmest, 10tb & Payee Sts., PNIN14
appreciate at this very
required, no pets /53
M. lents bre SfIhr
low price $14 950 Call
5992
753-7640. Deodlisse Mara 4, 1983.
ray. 0W141 Rory 1124
Spann Real' y Assoc
Two bedroom house
153 1124
gas heat, located 410 S
By Owner. ' bedroom.
10M, couple only, 5100
CARPORT •
1'7 bath hoe e. located
deposit, $175 a month
REDECORATING
at 1616 Oakr, I Drive in
rent 153 5094
Two bedroom. all @km
SALE Rain or Shan Westwood Sut has base
board heat and air
tric unfurnished home,
Tore caches 4 chaos,
condition On y lived in
$700 deposit. $275 rent
one year Call 'S3 6115
N.laws. belseresis
Newly reconstructed on
By owner -.wily re
inside and nothing on
Application ere beieg accepted by the
dries dishes nctarn
modeled ter() story.
the market today corn
wit
en*
isurrams
Alerrey-Calloway Canny Perks Dept. for
wood frame ^ouse with
pares for this price
ins a au ales al
basement garage.
153 9879.
pool ammeger end lifegeeris. Applicahi Starts Friday Rani 4 fireplace. got heat. 3
tions may be obtained at be Perks Ofl' been VI
al Mints In 'worries bedroom.
percent ri%sumable
**, 109b•_Pawl
ter
posture
land
Have
753
.is pot h lull. his?
loan. close IL Owittown,
rent, approximately 43
1840.
'tied for
Moss se now a Nest 33 000
acres. Call 753 5094
businesses Calf 753 03e9
Stile lee lead 112$.
p.m
040

15. Articles for Sale

c

S.Services Offerec

PROBLEMS'

col ing

pays off.
&

49

'raft

011f interest in you

WANT
TO RENT

23. Exterminating

13

rilis 41 . ••

53 Services Offered

Used Cars

16. Homes for Sale

•
.1 I

Aluminum end

•Nra &

iding end Akinsinu
rim for all bogies It
stops printing

a'

Harmon

Jock Glower
753-1173

F
'S

Vinyl

•

SA,

-

51. Camzers

shop Lit/ water len, ei1
in
back io aril
onm 'toe
drive 3 TO.", Prom town
on 121 South
731 ON
alter Sp m
Three bedroom 7,1 D
gas heat air ono,
carpet
w d hook up
carport
workshop
deep well. 1 . acres on
Hwy 94 East • Pr.(ed at
541 SOO /53 4091

47. Motorcycles

on e
onil

I

•

BAILEY S CARPET
CLEANING

$

5.17%

52 Boats Motors
II

I'

Ftioirij

If

tnrii„•
and tou
hp Mercury motor
very 1.111e Call 75) 141J
17
It
Bass Boat
1.11,'
Johnson motor w.iti 4,t
.41.
the eileras 5) Son
atter Sp" 7..4 4461
BOO'

with
19110 Honda 400
TS/ /Su 1974 Ceiatlerrijer
helmet 51.000
y ei•n ei
1.
Ill ho
after Sp m
•fl
e..
19.1 Honda 185S I-i el
t On.: ign (riii IS) 91411
Call Meer
lent condition
1910 DAS% Bi-7.1, H., 71
6 30p m 131 45e6
4,•4
with
II
Sport
1982 kaiy•siski GP/ /SO
finish 1W10 meri ur y
bile new
1.800 miles
2 Lovyrein,s. Dry,
HO
153 0978
1.20 (.,?F
F i•teder
ten Yamaha 650 Max
:53 5719
1 446 miles
lust like
Aluminur- 12 •
),
many Cale 753'9661
norsepoivei
•
Call
2 Can Ams 11Ss
e 416 .'4
7333101
II
iltra
p k.,•
.•
V
- ---Hondo Moped with Jet Boat
baskets, like new low Call 75) 6666
Cali 139 4550
mileage
One 1 7 fe .1 be,
atter Sp m
se•
CaO , rie
Moped -Y•maha, like trailer 51 WO Ont. 12
new Call /53 9309
o fibergiass Open
Yamaha 3 Wheeler 173
,..
51 nne
Call Tendon Trailer Or, '
good condition
/51 3/19
Sail Boat and Tr
_
One Cheerofr .
Cali %SOO
1978 Honda •- ?SO
Motor Home fully sell
/53 1594
On.
ordained
$5 SOO
1972 L, ;n• oln SI 200 Ca
436 2506
1964'-. Mustang Con
vertobl• triple black
total restoration, be
aueitul. 510.000 /53 LIN
after Sp m

49. Used Cars

53. Services Offered

19611 Camaro S S
Special car. 52.000 firm
759 1/18
1970 Catalina 1300 1931
Oldsmobile, Perfect
mechanically, good for
restoring. UM or best
offer /39 9698
--19-73 Cadillac Coupe
Devine. super nice Cali
Martin Wells /5) 3233
1911 VW Super Beetle
air condi
automatic
non. brand neer paint
Asking SI /00
radio
Alter 4 30. /53 1387
19/4 red Volkswagen
412. good reliable tran
Call
sporfal , on
/53 0253 $600
1976 Cadillac Eldorado
Conv•rlible. 35.000
miies, new tires mint
conditron- ---153-11/0 -atter1977 Olds Cutlass POW
condition. AM FM
track stereo tape _Peck
Call after S p m 759
4569
1979 Camaro 771
loaded
e lops
yellow
39xxx miles excellent
Cell
condition, 16000
733 146 or after $p m
492 11605
191111 Buick Century
Limited. V 6. •vitry
available option, dark
blue. 19 ••x miles $?
150 733 943 or /53 /400
1981 Ford Granada, 4
dr . air. ps.pb 19,000
miles 489 2101
•

FOR
SALE
1I1i Mercury
*stop MX losr,
Ad,•rut. utra
cleat PS, PI, Alt,
$1515.

only 06 a square foot
for normal cleaning

CHIM CHIN
CHIMNEY SWEEP
162 4192
435-4348

APPLIANCE SE R
Kenmore
VICE
Westinghouse
21 veil.%
Whirlpool
Rifts and
exPerotnce
service Bobby HOPper
Bob's Appliance Ser
5th kit
vice 102 S
7 5 3 45/1
1 5 3 III •
hornet_
Appliance servu e
W•sher. dryers
!rem, refrigerator
an
electric heat
microwave All brands
Ser v IOW 759 1327
4.0044nfr --faro-veer*
all brands Specialize in
Tappen Call /53 5311 or
354 6936 E art Lovett
Bob V Home Improve
Merit. 17 years building
experience. remodel
'fig additions, concrete
work, repairs general
Call
home maintaince
753 4501
CARPET CLEANING
Free Estimates
Sallsfied references
Vibra Steam Cleaning
(Upholstery Cleaning,
Lee's Carpet Cleaning
753.5177
Child Care
Daily
mea(7
weekly. monthly
Start experience, re
&sortable rates Potter
town
Call 436 5820
anytime
brick
Concrete.- Voce
basements, bun
',ions
drrve ways,
t o.-walks
patios
and
is
Free
cnIii,neys
remotes Call 75,3 5476
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR 15 years ex
Cirpenery
perience
cOnCretr. plumbing
roofing. slidits
NO

Free Estimates
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MURRAY MERCHANT
WANTED!
Add o catalog order and pickup desk to
your present retail location. Established
customers. No investment required.
Write to P.O. Box 304, Benton, Ky or
call

1

527-1348.

WALLIS DRUG
0115(11/T10M •111511 FRUIT DRINKS
•NOSPITAL SUPPLIES 1011 RENT AND SALE
*LEADING &RANDS Of COSAIITKS
•NOUIST11 OSTOMY PRODUCTS
tree Deilywy ea Priunplises im

aryl/NW,

3 ABSOLUTE AUCTIONS
3 COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
MONDAY, MARCH 7th

11151 SALE • 18:X A.M. PURYEAR, TENNESSEE
.5.41 'ewe., Pals. Tea and Murray. Ky.(OM)
S. ft Metal Itoilliog for Maufacturiog or Iota',
or Service hews as Midway Salvage loadisg
lick. lestrsom and office and storage area located
a lot 150' a 215'. Also silliog morale Willis! lot
1'x 715'ilielet Hos property. ideal for Wolk'
Over 4 470 Cars Pass Ills Localise Daily
SECOND SALE - 12 NOON PANS. TENNESSEE
3S2 lism St. formerly Cilia Seed Coripaoy
14.200 S. Ft. Metal lloildiog. 2 Slog. 10171 for
Storage or light Malefutorieg or Retail. 290' oe
Risrm Arise. approsioutely 4 ACRES Of LAND.
let ant NEM' ceecrite beillieg across the
street to sell separate Tan boilliog seeds 3 roe
Mt kas lots ot pettetial aed pee cal buy it at you
pf ICI

The Above Property Selliog Ti Nigbest & list
Wets Regardless et Price.
1111110 SALE - 3 P.M
HOLLOW ROCK. TEN
NESSEE U S ltwy 71 &tweet Neetiogto all
Caen. 6.630 wart foot fiberglass killiog. let
' y 10' formerly used by Allgsel Salvage teal
to many retail porposos or sena lawless
Iles last of Noitiogioe. lest West ef Mew Melts.
liii, Solhat to Nights! & lest liddor SlilIC1
Fresset lasagne. Or 5.511 ems Pass Tbis
Kills Per lay.
Ceetxt Delta *who Co. at Memphis or Paris for
Details.

JOB TO SMALL Free
estimates 'Days vss
6973. Monts 171 774
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92:1-4 and Philippians
3:12-14.4:4-13 at 10:5 a.m.
service at First
Presbyterian Church.
Mrs. Kathie Fleming will
be worship leader.
The Choir, directed by
Amy Jarman with Cynthia ScrIbner as organist
will sing "The Greatest
Gift.'•
First Baptist
Jeff Palmer,director of
youth, will speak about
"The lesson of Gideon"
with scripture from
Judges 7:1-22 at Youth
Sunday services at 10.45
a.m. at First Baptist
Church
At 7 p.m. the Youth will
present a folk musical.
"Hello Paul."
Martin's Chapel
The Rev. Thomas G
service
Small, pastor, will speak
Presbyterian
Mrs Sallie Guy. will at 9.30 a.m. service at
speak about "Ikaling Martin's Chapel United
With Dicontent" with Methodist Church At 6
scripture from Psalms p m. a study will be con,
ducted by the pastor.
Calvary Temple
Revival services with
the Rev Denny Callahan
as speaker will continue
through Sunday at
sLNIOR VICE PRESIDENT INVESTMENTS
Calvary Temple. Sunday
servicespill be at 11 p.m
and 6 p.m.
Prices furnished by First
31's -Is
(;oodyear
Michigan, Woodman Bldg
324 -Is
Gulf Oil
oi NULIltel Vrirs Comm blatf4
Industrial Average
IBM
101?-. l4 4V oder
110
J(7 Penney
5774 -Is I.ti Pw-4•44, Si.. 1444 leartri
Air Products
lerloire 4 berme 31444.14
Jerico
22.1413 2214A /Wow
itorompta Arl or) 14
ILarnms I
American Motors
Johnson & Johnson
50 444.44 Sews 044444
I_almoth
Ashland
(11
.
ILI
13)44
14
33
3411164
31144/ 33 71
29114 uncK mart
American Telephone
-Mary Kay Casm
63114 -P4
Chrysler
Penwalt
36'4
Dupont
Quaker Oats
45'7 +
Ford
Texaco
327•
G A F'
U S Tobacco
26 -16
General Dynamics
Wal Mart
52 414
General Motors
Wendy's
16"s unc
General Tire
Wetterau
171 sti 17.A
Goodrich ..
CE F. Yield
$36
Centinsed Frain Page 6I
p.m service at Hazel
Baptist Church.
Music will be directed
by Gene On Miller with
Gwyn Key as organist
and Oneida White as
pianist. The Church Choir
will sing "Fill My Cup.
Lord."
Elm Grove Baptist
Special guest speaker
for 11 a.m. service at Elm
Grove Baptist Church
will be the Rev Jerry
Lewis. pastor of Salem
lisptist Church, Nelsonville, Ohio
The Church Choir.
directed by Kerry
Vasseur, will sing at morning service with Glenda
Rowlett as organist and
Paula Kinsolving and
Teresa Suiter as pianists
•'Sonlight" will sing and
the pastor, the Rev
Calvin Wilkins, will speak
at 6.15 p m service
First Methodist

Dr Walter E Mischke,
Jr., will present his
fourth sermon in the
series on prayer entitled
"Protection Against
Destruction" with scripture from Matthew 6:13.
26:31-41 at II:30 and 10:50
a.m services at First
United Methodist Church.
At the later service the
Chancel Choir, directed
by Paul Shahan with Bea
Farrell as organist, will
sing the anthem. "Were
You There " The Joyful
Noise group from Wesley
Foundation will sing "I
Will Arise" and "Let Us
Break Bread Together"
The Children's Choir
will sing at the early service. The Handbell Choir
will play for the offertory
at both services
Seventh& Poplar
John Dale will speak
about "Moved With Compassion" with scripture
from Matthew 9.36 at

8.30 and 10 40 am services and about "Attitude
Determines Altitude"
with scripture from
Philippians 4:8 at 6 p.m
service at Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ
Directing the song services will be Jerry Bolls
Grace Baptist
The Rev. R J Burpoe.
pastor, will speak at 1050
a.m. and 5:30 p.m. services at Grace Baptist
Church
The Church Choir,
directed by Leland
Peeler, will sing
"Restore My Soul" at
morning service Dwane
Jones will be organist and
Anita Smith wIl be
pianist The Youth Choir
will sing at the evening

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
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Calloway chapter rated as one of best in state
The Calloway i'ounty
chapter of Future
Farmers of America has
III members enrolled In
vocational agriculture
and horticulture There
are two teachers of
agriculture at (VHS
-They arr Larry iitibrrt
and Jamie Potts
In 1982 the Calloway
chapter was rated as one
of the Cop chapters in the
state receiving the State
Gold Emblem Award for
the eighth consecutive
year This award is

presented to chapters
based on chapter activities and accomplishments
litheraccomplishinents for the
past year are „Julie
Gargus, regional winner
in pahlie speaking; Mark
McCallon. regional winner in dairy Impromptu
speaking, Leland Steely,
regional winner in wheat
production; Jeffrey
Paschall. regional winner
in air-cured tobaccofptpduction,

Growers Loose
Leaf Floor
Murray, Kertucky
753-3678
759-1707
Owned and Operated BY

Pete Waldrop
and

Rob McCallon
FFA is just the beginning...

We're very prood
of oer area FFAI

They're the feet" of this cow
monity...leendose time doing 'first
bend' end •ersieg as they gel The
local ffA end Nor schools hove gives
oar yowl people the opportunity to
do something iseperteet with their
lives, as they become self-mimed
sad respossible 'dohs.

The Hoke
Company,Inc.

Danny Lamb. regional
winner in dark-fire cured
tobacco production; Mike
Wicker, regional winner'
in popcorn production;
nursery team, first in
Murray State Agriculture
Club Field Day
sriernbers of the team
were Julie Gargus, Brad
Edwards and Laura Hopper); floriculture- team,
first in Murray State
Agriculture Club Field
Day members were
Angie Thweatt, Miirty
Futrell and Carol
Bynum I;
Air-cured tobacco
grading team, first in
Murray State Agriculture
Club Field Day
i members were Jeffrey
Paschall, Mike Wicker
and Kathy Butterworth I;
and soil judging team,
first in Murray State
Agriculture Club Field
Day ( members were Jeffrey Paschall, Mike
Wicker, Tim Ray and
Chad Lewis. The soil judging team
won first place in the Purchase Region contest and
placed ninth in the state
soil judging contest.
Meats judging team placed second in the regional
contest and llth in the
state contest.
The Calloway chapter
took the coveted first
place all events trophy at
Murray State Agriculture
Club Field Day in April.
This wag the third consecutive year and four of
the last its years that the
Calloway chapter has
won first place at MSU
Field Day.
Calloway represented

The Calloway County "TA soil judging teem won tint place honors in both
Murray State Agriculture Club Field Day and the Purchase Region Soil Judging
Getout and placed ninth in the state Soil Judging Contest. Members of the team
were Mike Wicker, Chad LOW* Tim Ray and Jeffrey Paschall. Tim Ray was
high individual scorer in the regional contest.
Kentucky with the crop
exhibit at both the MidSouth Fair in Memphis
and at the National FFA
Convention in Kansas City, Mo.
Tripp Porches received
the American Fanner
Degree in Kansas City,
Mo. in November. Tripp
became the eighth
member of the Calloway
chapter to receive this
highest degree in the nation an FFA member can
receive. Three members
received the State
Fanner Degree at the
State PTA Convention in
Louisville in June. They
were Brad Canter, Scott
Wyatt and Greg Darnell.
Members of the 162

Kentucky FFA chapters
joined over 500,000 other
FFA memben in the
United States in
celebrating National
PTA Week,Feb. 19-19.
National PTA Week
always includes George
Washington's birthday in
observance of his leadership in promoting scientific farming practices.
Washington is considered
the patron saint of the
FFA and has come to
symbolize the FFA
Treasurer.
Men who molded
America came from the
farms and plantations —
farmer-statesmen of the
past like George
Washington and Thomas

Southern States
k5
We

Support FFA

Jefferson. Future
Farmers today are inspired by these same
heroes of our nation and
her agriculture. FFA
members are promoting
as the theme for this
years celebration:
"Educating Through EsOrganized in 1911, the
PTA promos,leadership,
cooperation and citizenship among high school
vocational agriculture
studeas. The FFA Foundation, awards program
provides chapter, state
and national recongnition
for supervised programs
of agricultural production, marteting. processing and service. Basically
vocational agriculture
agribusiness education
prepares the students for
career opportunities
which exist right in their
local communities.
The FFA offers a wide
variety of incentive and
exploratory activities so
the student-member can
get a task, try his hand,
check it out or go see for
himself. The tried and
proven "Doing To Learn"
philosophy of the FFA is
the real way students test
their ideas for the future.
Students are encouaged
to select and sbady in
specific =Ned or career
areas — agricultural pre&Mon.agricultural supplies, service,
agricultural methinks,
agricultural products,
horticulture. avicultural
mount, forestry — in
order to prepare for their
wears.
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- Chapters across country
observe National FFA Week
Members of the 161
Kentucky FFA Chapters
joined with approximately 500,000 'other FFA
members in the United
States in celebrating National FFA Week, which
started Feb. 19.
Gov. John Y. Brown,
Jr., had signed a proclamation declaring Feb.
19-26 a FFA Week in
Kentucky.
National FFA Week
always includes George
Washington's birthday in
observance of his leadership in promoting scientific fanning practices.
Washington is considered
the patron saint of the
FFA and has come to
symbolize the FFA
Treasurer.
Men who molded
America came from the
farms and plantations —
farmer-statesmen of the
past like George
Washington and Thomas
Jefferson. Future
Farmers today are inspired by these same
heroes of our nation and
her agriculture. The FFA

theme for 1983 is ''Vocational Agriculture,
Educating Through Experience."
The Kentucky Association FFA Officers for this
year are: Scott Wright.
McCreary Central. president; Donald Lynn
Spicer, Lowes, vice president; Jeff Nalley,
McLean County,
secretary; Terry Burks,
Barren County,
treasurer; David
Osborne, Oldham County,
reporter; Darrell Billins,
Powell County,sentinel;
Curtis McGehee,
Muhlenberg County, Pennyrile Region vice president; Willie Hawkins,
Bath County, Eastern
Kentucky Region vice
president; Russell
Halsey, Wolfe County,
Kentucky River Region
vice president; Delmer
L. Dalton, executive
secretary, 2127 Capital
Plaza Tower, Frankfort;
and Robert L Kelly, Advisor, 2125 Capital Plaza
Tower,Frankfort.
The Kentucky FFA

Leadership Training
Center, located in Hardinsburg, provides an opportunity for leadership
development for approximately 1.100 members
during the summer of
1982.
FFA alumni chapters
are being organized in
many countries across
the state. The FFA alumni chapters are giving
outstanding support to
FFA members and their
activities.
The FFA was organized in 1928 with the purpose of promoting leadership, cooperation, and
citizenship among high
school vocational
agriculture students.
America's greatest
return on investment will
come in the form of its
youth. The FFA theme
"Vocational Agriculture,
Educating Through Experience" is promoed
during this year. Vocational Agriculture and the
FFA are helping prepare
young people for careers
in agriculture.

All horticulture students are also FFA members at CCHS. Students in one section of horticulture 1 are pictured during a plant identification field trip. They
are (from left, front row) Maxie Frazee, Fticky Smith, Jeffrey Paoctuill, Angie
Marshall, Revery Blakely. Standing, Jeanne Swift, Carl Price, Shannon
McDougal, Eddie Travis, Laura McConnell, Charles Deering, Teresa Lawrence,
Phillip Elkins, Jill Johnson, Timmy Dagger. Allen Ahart, Sandy Turner and
Darrell Harris. Not pictured was Herlie Chadwick. Horticulture is taught by
Jamie Potts.

Paschall is CCHS chapter president
Jeffrey Paschall. son of
Mr. and Mrs. William
Gerald Paschall of Hazel,
is currently serving as
president of the ('alloway
County FFA chapter
Jeffrey, has been a
member of the CCHS
chapter for the past four
years. During this time
he has been twice
selected as member of

the month
He has participated on
the burley tobacco
grading team, was first in
the chapter in the
Courier-Journal and
record book contest, a
team member on the
ctuipter air-cured tobacco grading team. which
ranked first in the state,
Continued on Page 7,

Jeffrey Paschall
President

Carroll Tire
Wheel Alignment
•Infro-Ited Wheel Alignment
(The most accurate wheel alignment ovoiloble)
•C.iimpuierued wheel boloncing

7531489

Congratulates
The FM Organization

From
Mr.
Bib
and
Uniroyal
We Say

We Say
FFA
Is

No.

Tom Leivis of The
New Enterprise Floor, Mayfield

"The Future of Forming Is In Your Hands"
Keep Up The Good Work!
omatintootionfibiloomfbolMoli
THE
MICHEUN
MAN

Burley Carryover Tobacco Sale
- April 1,1983
247-6127
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Regina Morris is the 19e243 PTA Chapter
Sweetheart She is a senior horticulture student and
PTA member. She has served on the student council two years, pep club for four years, a member of
FBLA and on the girls track team for two years.
She gnu elected vice-president of her class as a
freshman and scmore. Her parents are Mr. and
Mrs. Max E.
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Horticulture students Gins Brown (left) Darren
Howard and Dawn Remelt are making preparations to develop a landscape plan. Prior to the plan
dirvelopmeest, the exterior of the house, sidewalks,
and patio must be insesured. All horticulture
students at COES are PTA members.
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Rudolph Tires & Alignment, Inc.
721 South 12th Strait

Murray, Ky. 42071

(502) 753-0505

Me Kale, PTA inabor sod aogribeinano fl
onadeed exhibited tire Ours be tbe1
Perelman
Beet Show and Salo Belli withal received Yr
bons and geld ter SLOS per pont Tbey wen purchased cooperatively by Dwells faylw Closiedet.
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Computer enters classroom
of vocational agriculture

Larry Gilbert, teacher of agriculture and FFA advisor at Calloway County
High School, received the Honorary American Farmer Degree at the National
FFA Convention in Karma' City, Mo., in November. Gilbert was the only
vocational-agricultural teacher from Kentucky to receive this degree In 1912.

• I. Throughout the
week of Feb. 19-26, the 161
chapters held activities in
support of the theme,
"Vocational Agriculture,
Education Through Experience."
• 2. Kentucky
Association FFA was
organized in 1930.
• 3. "Learning To Do,
Doing To Learn, Earning
To Live, Living To
Serve" is the official mot•
to of the FFA.
• 4. FFA, a youth
organization for students
studying agriculture, has

approximately 15,000
members in Kentucky
• 5 National FFA
Week is scheduled in
February to honor
George Washington, who
was an outstanding
farmer as well at a great
leader.

Mention the word
"computer" to a farmer
15 years ago and he probably would have conjured up images of huge rooms filled with robotlike ' gadgets, complete
with scientists running to
and from, punching buttons and flipping dials.
Now those days have
passed; the computer has
slipped into practically
every aspect of life today
The butcher, the baker.
the businessman and the
banker are all becoming
involved with the computer. And yes, the computer has also made its
way into the feedlot.
,The computer in
agriculture is here to
stay." was how one high
school v'Ocationalagriculture instructor put
it.
And it would appear it's
not just in production
agriculture or agribusiness. It is being used
by secondary ag teachers

across the country to Instruct students on how to
improve the management of their laming
result
operations As
students are able to make
better, quicker and more
efficient management
decisions, leading toward
more productive careers
in agriculture
It's happening in vocational agriculture departments everywhere. take
for example the I.angford
FFA Chapter in South
Dakota
Vo-ag teacher Floyd
Lehman 44ns a microcomputer anti date bank.
and he uses them both in
daily classroom instruction. Students can sit
down to a terminal and
call up a program The
program often consists of
answering practice luesWins on a number of farm
management topics and
allows students to work at
their own pace.
Lehman said students

can even use the machine
to make-more informed
decisions on their superv!Sell OCCupational 1.x
perierwr programs
One student came in
early this _afternoon and
ran a .program on wheat.
trying to figure out -what
his best crop would be."
_Ixtunan said • Another
wanted to buy feeller
pigs, and tw worked out
the brrakeven anal sts
students
Basically
ha'.e .s macro computer available to them they
should tw able to use it on
•what-tr basis whyd if
I would buy :1130,000 tray•
tor.. instead of a pow
tractor" What if I would
plant wheat instead of
t*Omputer instruction
in farm management
wont make decision
making obsolete, he. said
''They still have to
make their own (elisions Hut at least the in(Continued on Page 11

• 6. FFA members
are helping make their
communities a safer
place in which to live and
work through the FFA
program called the National Chapter Safety
(Continued on Page 9)

Murray
Livestock
and
Trailer Sales

We offer our continued support to the
Future Farmers of America. We have all
benefited from the FFA Organizations.

*Complete line of parts for all
trailers
*Complete repair service on
trailers
*Commercial and residential
sand blasting and painting.
Hwy. 94 E.'horrify
7S3-S334
21i

Stokes Tractor
& Implement Go.
Industrial Road

I

753-1319
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Seven members of the Calloway County chapter attended the National PTA
Convention in Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 10-13. While attending the convenUon the
members toured the Kansas City Board of Trade,the American Royal Cattle and
Horse Show. the Agriculture Hall of Fame. Featured speakers at the convention
were Dale Evans Rogers, Secretary of Agriculture John Block. Jerry dower,
Melissa Gilbert,Sen. Jesse Helms and Barbara Mandrel.

The Calloway County chapter meeting and parliamentary procedure team
rated superior in the Purchase Regional PTA Day contest held at Murray State
University last April. Members of the team (from left, front row) Brad Canter,
Julie Gargua, Kelly Crouse, Mardk McCallon, Mike Wicker, Jeffrey Paschall,
(back row)John Nis, Tracy Curd,Tommy Orr, Leland Steely, Brent Canter,and
Tim Ray.

•111•1•11.

Costgratulatiess Ti Our Lose! FFA Embers,
Teel Bo Waders For Tesperrow's Agrissiture

PPR.
WEEH
Kentucky Farm Bureau
Insurance Service
And Future
Formers Of
Or
800-592-5409 Americo Is
Dennis Whittaker Where It
All Begins!
Manager

Roy T. Brooch IL
Terry Brooch

474-229S

310 S. 4tb

76M,T

•••=11.

FREE REPLANT- FREE REPLAN
We ore so sure that "Keystone Garden Seed is the best yes can
If for any reason you have to rephot any garden seed you buy from us we'll

BUCHANAN FEED AND SEED'
Certified Seed Potatoes $10.95 Needred Ups.
Garden and Field Fertilizer — kik Gordon Semi
leek fee Om big Amisssip

latbstrial Reed.
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Ray is reporter
for CCHS chapter
Tim Ray, son of Dell
Williams and Barbara
Ann Ray, of Route 7
Mayfield, is serving as
reporter for the Calloway
County )"FA chapter.
Tim began in FFA at
Symsonia High School
where he won the chapter
seed identification contest and placed second in
the creed contest. He has
spent his last three years
enrolled with the
Calloway County
chapter. During these
years he participated in
the parliamentary procedure contest, served as
esti-Stant sentinel his
junior year, received an
award in notebook keeping and placed high individual in the litSU Ag
Club Field Day with the
chapter soil judging team
which placed first in the
region. Recently he placed first in the chapter
tractor trouble-shooting

FFA
The Calloway County FFA tobacco grading team won first place at the state
air cured tobacco grading contest. Members of the team are Jeffrey Paschall.
Kathy Butterworth and Mike Wicker. Kathy was high individual scorer in the
data contest and Jeffrey was second.

l'he Kentui•k% Young
artner . Association
celebrated its siker an
niversar% with a Statc
Convontion Feb In and N
at the Executive Inn Ifs
Owensboro -Vhe 'Jn0
young farmers. wives.
acid gUr
1) e
Hi en
J4l(MI two dos of in
formative seminar',.
awards presentations.
ladies workshops, social
activities. and educa
burial information This
meeting marked the
year of growth through
education and leadership
activities in the Kentucky
Young Farmers ASSI/Cla

Tim Ray
Reporter
contest, tool identification contest, and candy
and mixed nuts sales.
He attends the Coldwater Baptist Church
and plans to attend Murray State University.

Paschall...
Continued from Page 3
attended the Kentucky
FFA Leadership Training Center for the past
two years, attended the
National FFA Convention
at Kansas City, Mo. for
the past two years, won
first place in both the
chapter and regional air
cured tobacco production
contests, served as a
delegate to the state FFA
Convention.
Paschall served as sentinel for the 190142 year
and is president for the
11111343 school year.
In 11112 he was on .the
air-cured tobacco
grading team which won
first in the state contest.
He was second high in-

dividual scorer in the contest.
His farming program
consists of one-half acre
of air-cured tobacco, onehalf acre of dark fired
tobacco. 30 acres of corn
that yielded 110 bushels
per acre. 40 acres of
wheat and SO acres ofsoybeans that yielded 40
bushels per acre.
Other activitiesinclude
Pep Club. FHA and president of the VICA club last
year. He is a member of
the Oak Grove Baptist
Church.
After school he plans to
attend Western Kentucky
University at Bowling
Green. He plans to major
in agriculture mechanics.

Young formers
convention held

tiOn

THE FRIENDLY BANK"
Member FDIC

Toll,.
Future Farmers
Best Wishes
ieuture Farmers at America, we
'auto you. with thanks for all you
are doing to aid agriculture in this
area. end to promote the conservation al our farm resources. Far
the future, our hopes are
Met, because we Mow that our
local FFA members are building
avicidtiral tendril** that will serve es well. Congratulations on your
achievements

THE
(
PURCHASE
411
•
:F

Merchanching 7534404
RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY.

Calloway County- was
well represented at the
convention Danny Cunningham .has served this _
year as president of the
Kentucky YVA The
telloway Count% Chapter
hosted the convention this
year also
Local
Me
tiers attending
were Danny and Jutk
Cunningham. Mark and
Laura Paschall. Jim and
Judy St-shier, Terry and
Carol Rogers, .Jerry and
Melissa Stark. Max and
Becky Gore. Mike and
Debbie Burchett, Dale
and Janice Outland. Randy and Irene Tucker.
Marty and Tina Car raway. Richard and
Becky Jones. Kenny and
Luna Greer, and Johnnie
and Cathy Stockdale
The convention's opening program featured"'
Gov. Jolt V. Hiown who
addressed some -of the
Issues pertaining to
agriculture. He also
answered questions from
the group ranging from
support of vocational,
agriculture programs to
the banning of =biting
state meeting rooms. Jim
Lawson. principal of the
Murray-Calloway County
Arm- Vocational Center,gave a welcome to the
grow and commented on
the importance of the
Young Farmer Program

id
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Farming quiz

Mike Rogers, an out-ofachool PTA member, showed the Grand Champion
Holstein in the Purchase Regional PTA Dairy Show and at the state PTA Dairy
Show at the Kentucky State Fair.

Pirchmes
Calloway County FFA meets 'edging team participatbg
Region Meats Judging Contest at Union City,T.Members id dos Omni were
Mike Wicker, Brent Canter and Eatily Butterworth.

FFA

new
world
O

As the sun sets each
day on forms across
the nation, future
fomers everywhere will
- put better concepts into action and will make
new methods a partsd
their daily routine.
What a way to grow!

Farming
Shoemaker 74Anui

Seed Co.

Should you try fanning'
Here's a simple qua
you can take to find out. •
Sooner or later you're
going to make a big decision: choosing a career.
For most FFA members.
that decision involved
whether or not you'll go
into farming.
The following questions
will help y6u decide
whether farm life is right
for you. The purpose of
the questionnaire is not to
give you a particular
"score." but rather to
cover some realities of
fanning today. The questions will give you some
guidance as you search
for more information,
and should help you find
areas where you need additional data.
Basic Questions
I. Have you determined
whether you want to farm
full time or part time?
2. Do you plan to start
farming with an
established farmer.
either in a partnership, in
a closely held corporation, or if you have no
prior experience, as a
farm hand or managertrainee?
Financial Queetions
3. If you want to farm
full time, can you get
from $250,000 to $350,000
in loans and other assets
— or if you want to farm
part time, can you raise
$100,000 or more, or raise
somewhat less money
and start off more slowly
and work your way up?
4. II you want to do lass
than full-time farming.
are you willing to take an
extra part-time job at
prevailing rural pay
rates as a way to make
ends meet, &mourning you
do not have a steady income from other
sources?
S. Asawaing a "norms)" farm year, have
you mode ad•budget of
year expected sobs. brining manses. family

living expenses, and net
farm income, and found
that you can make out all
right on farm income and
income from other
sources?
Management Questions
6. Are you flexible and
"tough" enough so you
don't mind taking risks with your own money?
7. Are you a "selfstarter," and can you
plan and do your work on
schedule?
8. Can you say you like
to work with your hands
and don't mind physical
work outdoors in all kinds
of weather?
9. Are you looking forward to farming to get
away from indoor confinement, busy offices
and crowds, and city
noises and smog — in exchange for other kinds of
problems such as greater
isolation and distance
from facilities?
10. Have you observed
that, despite its Placid.
image, farming is a very
stressful business
because the farmer is
self-employed and is
under pressure to keep up
with the work and cope*
with constant changes in
weather, market conditions, technology and
uncertainty of income?
11. Are you ready for
the social life country living, which may include
fewer, or different,
recreational and social
events than the city?
11. Would you enjoy
getting involved in farm
community activities,
and do you know about
your prospective locality's civic organisation.
religious groups, 4-H
dubs, service clubs, extension homemakers'
dubs,or other groups you
might find interesting?
13. Do you have
mechanical ability and
like doing odd jobs
around your beim such
as flag faucets or a

broken water pipe, doing
carpentry work, painting,
replacing rusted-out gutters or laying or repairing concrete?
14. Have you had what
you feel is enough onfarm experience similar
to the work on the type of
farm you plan to operate?
15. Would you be able _to
handle the stress 'of
replanting your major
crop after a killer frost or
rebuilding your herd or
flock if it is "wiped out"
by a disease?
How Many
"Yes" Answers?
How many "yes"
answers did you score? If
you scored a large majority of "yes," especially under the financial
category, congratulations on having a
moderate chance for a
successful farming
career.
For answers to those
questions where you
answered "no," or "don't
know," or "undecided,"
you probably need to go
over this questionnaire
with an experienced
farmer, a farm banker, a
management specialist,
or a county agent at the
county office of the
Cooperative Extension
Service (CES). The Extension Office usually is
located at the county seat
in the post office, the
courthouse, or in a
building shared by other
USDA agencies County
Extension offices are
listed in the telephone
book under-the name of
the land-grant university
in • state, or as
Cooperative or
Agricultural Extension
Service under the name
deny comity.
People at those offices
may be able to give you
pointers to help you find
more definite answers to
questions sod reach a
sound decision on
W—toh7farming.
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Brent Canter serves as secretary
Brent Canter, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
Canter of Route 1 Murray
is serving as secretary'
for the 198243 school
year. Brent is a senior at
Calloway County and has
served as committee
chairman of the conduct
of meetings committee as
well as secretary this

year.
During his four years of
FFA. Brent has participated at the state fair
in livestock and -meat
Judging. Brent also has
been on the chapter
meeting team.
In the chapter. Brent
Ms participated in the
Courier-Journal contests,
Brent Canter
Secretary

FFA facts...
(Continued from Page 5)
Program.
• 7. The Kentucky
Association FFA has a
leadership training
center at Hardinsburg,
Kentucky. Over 1,100
FFA members and advisors participated in the
summer training program at the Kentucky
Leadership Training
Center.
• 6. The National FFA
Center is located near
historic Mount Vernon in
Virginia on 37 acres
which once were part of
Washington's estate.
• 9. Over 1,200 FFA
members, advisors, and
guest attended the State
FFA Convention held
each June in Louisville,
Kentucky.
• 10. FFA members
are high school students
studying vocational
agriculture to prepare for
a career insgriculture.
• 11. Kentucky FFA
Chapters Joined the nationwide FFA -Week
Celebration. Feb. 19-26
• 11. Kentucky FFA
Alumni Association was

chartered in 1972.
• 13. Kentucky
Association FFA State
President is Scott Wright,
McCreary County.
• 14. Today's FFA
members are tomorrow's
agricultural leaders.
• IS. FFA members
are helping to make their
communities better
places in which to live
and work through the
FFA program called
"Building Our Air erica
Communities."
• 16. "FFA Food for
Arntrica Programs" conducted in elementary
schools by FFA members
are helping tell the "foodfrom-the-farm-to-thetable" story.
• 17. Vocational'
agriculture and the FFA
are "Educating Through
Experience."
• 18. FFA members
are helping to decrease
farm theft through the
FFA Farm Operation
Identification Program
sponsored by Kentucky
Farm Bureau Insurance
Companies and Kentucky
Crime Prevention Office.

impromptu speak
mg for twit %ear'
Brent has attendeX
FFA Leadership 'train•
in Center, the state I:FA
Convention, where fir
served as r h pt er
delegate. state fair and
National I.' A ii'riven
Wm_
firenrs farming pro
grain 'MINIMS if SoybeitfIS as part of the home
farm
In other school actwines Brent is 111 the pep
club. 4-11. and is vice
president m V It A He
was t•hosen - as- Farm
Bureau Outstanding
Youth from Calloway
County He is a member
of the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ
After graduation from
high school he plans to attend Niufray State anti
major in Agriculture anti
farm part time.

!sheep

tractor driving. crop production. notebook contest. and the creed contest.
In his third year of
vocational agriculture.
Brent won the scholarship award, quiz contest
and fire prevention
essay. He participated in
the quiz contest in the
state competition.
At regional FFA Day,
Brent participated in

stands for Future
Fanners,too

411.11•10

Jackson Purchase PCA
Hwy 641 N. Murray 753-5602

We Stand For Farmers.

F FR.
WEEK

.

FFA Members are preparing now so the
More will be the best possible.
Tracy Curd received the Leadership Award at the
Kentucy FFA Leadership Training Center in July.
This award is given to only the top 10 percent of
members attending the Center and is based on participation and leadership ability.

4,tastic8
Congratulations
Future Farmers of America
You Grow It
.. We'll Mow It!
No Appointment Necessary
Olympic Plaza, Murray
Hrs.9 a.m.-6 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
Thurs.9 a.m.-8 p.m.
753-0542
2619 HC Mattis -1'.111l,1'41(
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Wicker is vice president
Michael Wicker, son of
Mr. and Mrs Gary
Wicker of Route 1 Ahno.

Tommy Orr
is sentinel
Tommy orr is son of
J
and Patsy irr lie is
a pinior and ts
years
During his three years
of active membership in
1.1.*A he has participated
in seed identification.
re«)rd book contest. and
%as a member of the
parliamentary procedure
tram Over the last )ear
4•1111M,

Is a senior at Calloway
County and .is in his
fourth year of IF
During his four years in
the PTA. Michael has
served as conduct of
meetings committee
chairman, reporter and is
presently serving as vice
president of the local
chapter As a freshman
be won the creed contest
and was a member of the
burley tobacco grading
team
He has been on the
chapter meeting team for
three years He has been
on the tobacco grading
team every year in
vocational-agriculture
and this past year. was on
the state winning aircured team Michael was
a member of the meats
Judging team and participates in many of the

Mike Wicker
Vice President
chapter activities each
year.
His farming, program
consists of 4 acres of
corn. 4 acres of wheat and
10 acres of hay.
Michael has attended
Kentucky PTA Leadership Training Center the
past two summers, and
has attended the National
FFA Convention twice
4 Continued on Page 11)

Horticulture is available to juniors and seniors at CCHS. Section 13 of horticulture I is pictured while on a Bald trip to identify landscape plants. Pictured
(from left, kneeling) are Chad UMW,Randall Lamb, Glen Potts, Bobby Wilson,
Darren Howard,Mike J000,(Mending) Erin Burks, Gina Brown, Larl Manning, Ricky Watkins, Tammy Jones, Micah Edwards, Tina Cooper, Sheila Alexander, Tracy Carraway, Regina Morris.; Anthony Manning, Debbie Walker and
Rhonda Paechall.

Tracy Curd serves as chapter treasurer
Tommy Orr
Sentinel
he has attended FFA
Leadership Training
Center in Hardinsburg
and the PTA National
P*P"A Convention in Kansas City, Mo. He and his
father have been active in
a farming program
located in the Hama
Grove community.
After finishing high
school. Tommy plans to
attend Murray State
University and major in
agriculture

agriculture. During his
freshman year. he participated in several essay
contests and was selected
as the chapter winner in
the creed contest. He then
advanced to regionals

where he rated superior.
During his sophomore
year he was selected as

committee chairman of
the leadership committee. He participated in
several essay contests
and was selected to participate in the chapter
livestock judging team
and the parliamentary
procedure team. Both of
these teams competed at
the regional level and the
livestock Judging team
participated at the Ka:tucky State Fair. He also
participated in the

Our future depends on the commitment of these young people to
agriculture and animal husbandry. These ore the farmers of
tomorrow who will produce the
food we eat. We extend a hearty
thanks to these young people
during Notional Future Formers
of Americo Week.

a

•
•dr

Tracy Curd is the 16year-old son of Mr and
Mrs. Joe Pat Hughes of
Ht. 3 Murray. He is currently serving as the
chapter treasurer
Tracy has been involved in many FFA activities during the three
years he has been enrolled in vocational -

We Beim is Ow

Future of Forming
PEOPLEVANK
MU RRAY

regional swine impromptu contest where he
received an excellent
rating. At the spring ban-

quet he was elected for
his present office as
chapter treasurer.
So far during his junior
year he has attended
FFA Leadership Training Center at Hardinsburg. There he participated in classes and
recreational activities
and received'thi-Taidership award. He participated in the state
Uvestock judging at the

Kentucky State Fair. He
has participated in the
chapter tractor driving
contest and received first
place. He has also participated in several essay
contests. Recently he attended the National FFA
Convention in Kansas City. Mo. as a chapter
representative.
Some of Tracy's other
activities are playing in
the CCHS Band. He also
attends church at
Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ in Murray.

Tracy Curd
Drawer

Before you buy
your new place,
stop by our place.

Thinking about buying a farm? Then a
good place to start is your Land Bank
We're the specialists in long-term
agricultural credit. Your Land Bank
offers competitive interest rates, flexible terms and
affordable payments to fit your long-term plans. Call or
stop by your Land Bank office today. Your new place may
be more affordable than you thought.

Osiport Office
le Kamm
leery Tem* as;
.11#60.119
641 N. 7$3-5641:
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Computer...
(Continued from Page 5)
formation and the
analysis that the computer puts out gives them
something to base that
decision on," Lehman
said. "The farm management end of it ties in well
with the high school
because it's providing information that's meaningful for the high school
students."
The situation at
Langford, although successful, is not typical. In
most cases schools are
either buying their own
micro-computer systems
or just buying ,he computer terminal. The latter
enables vo-ag instructors
to tap in ti state or
regional computer
systems via telephone.
Gary Leske, professor
of agriculture education,
University of Minnesota,
said the new use of computers in high school
classrooms is constantly
changing. High schools in
Minnesota can plug into
the large-frame computer service MECC
(Mbinesota Educational
Computer Consortium),
and Late said about 92
percent of the schools in
the state can get Into the
system.
•

"Almost all ag problems have access to the
MECC system," he said,
but realistically, only
about 25 percent are active in a regularly
scheduled way. In many
cases teachers are not
prepared to operate them
( computers)."
John Hobert is an FFA
advisor and vo-ag instructor involved with
computer instruction at
Cannon Falls, Minnesota.
"When you get a pro
gram, a lot of time
there's no written
material to go with it —
that's a problem," he
said. "We need more
written material that
outlines completely what
we see in the computer."
Hobert said more written instructions for program operation and a
greater number of
agricultural program
writers were required.
The use of the computer in the classrooms is
just one segment of the
ve skills being
:Tpl Z in the farm
management area.
Lehman taught adult
farm management before
starting the Langford
vocational education pro
gram. He said he can see

the need for good farm
management skills.
"Many farmers don't
know what the cost of pro
duction is." Lehman said.
"They plow, they .plant,
they harvest at the end
of the year if they have
any money left in the
checking account they
think they've made
money for the year."
He said he hopes
students become aware
of the different uses of the
computer in the
classroom, and the effects it may have on their
Future endeavors as
farmers.
"Hopefully, they'll
have the appreciation of
what a computer can do
for them as far as
decision-making, recordkeeping and so forth. At
least they'll know that it's
another tool they have at
their disposal.
"We don't want to try to
make computer experts
out of them," Lehman
said. "but the computer
In agriculure is here and
it's here to stay. The least
we can do is make the
students aware of what it
an do for them, and the
benefits 'they can get
from it."

scaierar
Seven members of the Calloway County High School chapter attended the National FFA Convention In Kansas aty, Mo., Nov. 10-13. The chapter members
toured the Kansas City Board of Trade, the American Royal Cattle and Horse
Show,the Agriculture Hall of Fame. Featured speakers at the convention were.
Dale Evans Rogers,Secretary of Agriculture John Block, Jerry Glower, Melissa
Gilbert,Sen. Jesse Helm'and Barbara Mandrel.

Wicker...
Continued from Page 10)
This past summer he
served as a delegate to
the state ETA Convention.
He is involved in
several other school activities. He served as captain of the cross country
team, a member of the
track team and a
member of the pep club.
He also attends the Elm
Grove Baptist Church.
After he graduates
from high school,
Michael plans to attend
college and major in
agriculture.

FFA members of the month
Each month the
Calloway County chapter
selects onc member who
has shown outstanding
leadership or accomplishment as
Member of the Month
This year the following
members have been

we
Support
You...
and
Your
Advisors

Western Dark Fired
Tobacco Growers
Association
The *est frown* asked digestion-. Mkt DO*: The Tobacco
Growers Assecletiee Do?
The proven is Weeded to, mod does, keep tobacco leaf prices NINO Aso they
essM he voillmet N. The perm is Wooded to, end does, keep domestic tel.=
I supplies LOWE time they would be waste IL
Telma costribetions to the oceeemy of komvcity
Aired tad bared.
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Jobs. 11,610

Wages ;916,033,000

Mere thea 90 of keetecky's
120 ceesties grew tobacco

selected July
Jeffry)
Paschall. August Mike
Wicker. September
Tracy Curd, I ictober
Shawn Gardner.
November
Kathy Butterworth. December
Jeanne Thorn. Januar
Janet Coleman.
February Tim Ray
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9-fillbilly'Barn
*"Backed By 300 Acres Of Our Family Owned Orchards."

"We Are Proud Of Murray And
Calloway County And Happy To Have
Provided You With Quality, Fresh Fruits
And Vegetables Over The Last year.
Thank You For Making Us Part Of Your
Dinner Table."
TREE RIPE CITRUS

APPLES
Apple Cider
Red Delicious
Golden Delicious
Winesap
York
Rome

VEGETABLES

$2.50 gal
3 Lb. Bag 50`
3 Lb Bog 75'
3-1.1.1169 75'
Lb 49`
Lb.496

25` ea.
Large Texas Navel Oranges
201$2.00
15`ea
Texas Juice Oranges ....
431.00
Grapefruit
Texas
nl................1Oc.a.
CaIi(ornIOTangSrt
106 ea.
Florida Lemons

DAIRY PRODUCTS

Cheeses
696 Lb.
Yellow Squash
76` doz.
Grade A Large Eggs
69` Lb.
Zucchini Squash
$2.29 gal.
Prairie Farms Whole Milk
49` Lb
Acorn Squash
$1.20
Whole or 2% 142 gal
70`
For
2
head
39`
Lettuce
$1.20 gal.
Buttermilk
ea.
356
Celery
NUTS
40`so.
Radishes
Raw Peanuts 90` lb.
4 Lb. Bog 996 Pecans $1.00 lb. lb.
Extra Large Carrots
$1.25 lb.
25` ea. Brazil Nuts $1.00$1.00 lb. Roosted or Salted
Cucumbers
English Walnuts
Sun Nuts,Soy Nuts,
Bell Peppers
Block Walnuts $1.00 lb.
Wheat Nuts $1.45 bog .
Cauliflower
10 lb. $1.10
White Potatoes
FRUITS
10 lb. $1.20
Red Potatoes
Dried Apples $1.70
15` lb. Bananas 35` lb.
Cabbage
Dried Peaches $1.69
30` lb. Pears 59` lb.
Sweet Potatoes
Dried Apricots $1.69
30` lb. Tomatoes 60` lb.
Rutabagas
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Dried Pears $1.30
SO` lb. Red Gropes 65 lb.
Red Onions
35` lb. • White Raisins $1.45 pkg. Dried Mixed Fruits 1.30
White Onions
$1.69 jar Dark Raisins $1.45 pkg. Flake Coconut 7 oz.88'
Vidalia Onion Pickles
$1.69 jar Prunes 1601. pkg.$1.45 14 ox.$1.49
Vidalia Onion Relish
$1.79 jar
Giordiniera
NOVELTIES
Onion Sets
CANDY
Watkins Flavorings
Seed Potatoes
Fudge
Ribbon Popcorn 50` lb.
Blue
Vanilla Wafers
Choc.
Bark-w4.4.0, Dori
Block Jewel Popcorn $1.75 2 lb bog
Pickled Okra
Banana
Chips'
Hot Chow Chow
Harmony Foods $2.89 lb.
Sorghum
Mix
Trail
Candies
Tomalie Papers 50/$1Honey
Yogurt & Carob
.50
31 Different Spices
Honey letter
'

